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“O you who believe! fear Allah as He should be feared, and die not except in 

a state of Islaam. And hold fast, all together, to the rope which Allah 

(stretches out for you), and be not divided among yourselves; And remember 

with gratitude Allah’s favour on you; For you were enemies and He joined 

your hearts in love, so that by His Grace, you became brothers; And you 

were on the brink of the pit of fire, and He saved you from it. Thus does 

Allah make His signs clear to you: that you may be guided.”1 

                                                                        
1 Al-Qur’an, Surah ale-Imraan, 3: 102 - 103 
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Introduction 
 

Indeed, all praise belongs to Allah (swt). We praise Him and we seek 

His Support and His Forgiveness. We seek refuge with Allah (swt) 

from the evil of ourselves, and from the evil of our actions. 

Whomsoever Allah (swt) guides, none can misguide and whomsoever 

Allah (swt) misguides (and leaves to be misguided), none can guide. 

We testify that there is no one worthy of worship except Allah (swt) 

and we testify that the Messenger Muhammad (saw) is His (swt) last 

and final Messenger.  

 

����������� �� !�"#$ %&�' (��)���#) �&#$ �*�)�+�) (,#� #*-��� .��/+()� .���0#�1 #���2%�� #3���" #������������ �� !�"#$ %&�' (��)���#) �&#$ �*�)�+�) (,#� #*-��� .��/+()� .���0#�1 #���2%�� #3���" #������������ �� !�"#$ %&�' (��)���#) �&#$ �*�)�+�) (,#� #*-��� .��/+()� .���0#�1 #���2%�� #3���" #������������ �� !�"#$ %&�' (��)���#) �&#$ �*�)�+�) (,#� #*-��� .��/+()� .���0#�1 #���2%�� #3���" #� 
 “O you who believe! Fear Allah (swt) as He should be feared, 

and die not except as Muslims.”2 

 

To Proceed. The Prophet (saw) has been recorded as saying, in a 

hadith on the authority of Anas, 

 

“Just before the Dajaal (anti-Christ will come) there will be years of 

great deception in which people will disbelieve one who tells the truth 

and believe the liar. They will distrust one who is trustworthy and 

trust one who is treacherous. And the ruwaybida will speak.” They 

(the Sahabah) asked, “Who is the ruwaybida?” He (saw) said, “The 

paltry man (al-fuwaysiq) who will have his say in general affairs.” 

[Collected in the Musnad of Imaam Ahmad] 

 

                                                                        
2 Al-Qur’an, Surah ale-Imraan, 3: 102 
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And on the authority of Ibn Masoud (ra), the Prophet (saw) is reported 

to have said, 

 

“What will be your situation when tribulation envelops you, in 

which a youngster will grow and the older one will become aged, and 

[the tribulation] will be taken as sunnah, such that if it is changed 

one day, it will be said, ‘This is wrong!’ Someone asked, “When is 

that?” He said, “When your trustworthy ones are few, and your 

leaders are many; when your jurists are few and your reciters are 

many, and knowledge is acquired for other than [the sake of] religion, 

and the world is sought through the deeds of the Hereafter.” [Ad-

Daarimi] 

 

The time in which we are currently residing bares much semblance to 

the above two ahadith. We find that people of neither worth nor 

stature such as Bush, Blair, Sharon etc. comment about the world’s 

affairs and millions listen to them. However, this disease is not solely 

limited to the kaafir (disbelievers); unfortunately the Muslims and 

their rulers have fallen victims of this too, so that those who claim 

authority over much of the Muslim lands as rulers and those who 

cement their authority, the government scholars, are akin to the 

ruwaybida, bereft of any knowledge. 

 

These deviant scholars who have sold their deen for a paltry sum, try 

and utilise the sacred texts of the Qur’an and the Sunnah to justify 

their misguidance. One of their attacks upon of the deen of Islam is the 

propagation of a principle that states, 

 

“The Madhhab of the Salaf (first three generations) is safer, but the 

Madhhab of the Khalaf (recent generations) is more knowledgeable 

and wiser.”   
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What they infer from this principal is that the ‘Ulema of the present 

generation are more capable of giving fataawa (Islamic edicts) than 

those of the earlier generations and consequently we must reinterpret 

much of the Islamic texts and teachings in light of our current situation 

and circumstances.  

 

The comparison between the Madhhab of the Salaf and the Madhhab 

of the Khalaf is a corrupt comparison. To claim that the people of the 

latter generations were more knowledgeable about the Shari’ah and 

better than the people of the virtuous generations is completely 

nonsensical. For anyone who reflects over the Book and the Sunnah 

and what Ahl Al Sunnah Wal Jama’ah have agreed upon; it is clear 

that the best of generations amongst this Ummah in terms of actions, 

beliefs and other than that from virtues, is the first generation, then 

those who follow them, then those who follow them. This is something 

that is known about the Deen of Islam by necessity, and is not denied 

except by one who is really misguided. The Sahabah were both, 

“Aslam wa ahkam”, they were saved and they knew better than us. By 

saying that the Khalaf are more knowledgeable than the Salaf, this is 

tantamount to an insult to the Companions of the Messenger 

Muhammad (saw).  

 

Although such a concept clearly contradicts Islamic texts, the 

proponents of it do not always explain it in such obvious terms. 

Consequently, so as to propagate their own new interpretations and 

understandings vis-à-vis the Qur’an and the Sunnah, which are often 

contradictory to the practices and understanding of the Sahabah, they 

say, “The sayings of the Sahabi is not evidence in the deen.” Such a 

principal gives them a carte blanche to understand the deen how they 

desire.  
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In this short work, we hope to explore the principle of, “Qowl us-sahabi 

laysa hujjat fi ad-deen” and elucidate through the Islamic texts how such 

a notion (of the later generations being more knowledgeable) has 

neither basis nor place in the deen of Islam. One may ask what is the 

benefit of exploring such a topic? The main motives behind studying 

whether the understanding of the Sahabah is an authentic reference 

for the deen is to firstly introduce and revive the concept of talaazum 

(unison and dependence) between the Prophet (saw) and his 

Companions, in that the Prophet (saw) could not have fulfilled his 

mission without the help of the Companions. Secondly, to prove that 

the Sahabah, the people guaranteed Paradise during their lifetimes, 

were not only the best chosen to carry and protect the deen i.e. the 

Qur’an and Sunnah, but also the best in their understanding of it. 

Lastly, we will demonstrate that the Sahabah themselves, the Ulema of 

the Tabi’een and Tabi’ Tabi’een including the four Imaams (Imaam 

Abu Haneefah, Imaam Maalik, Imaam Shaafi’i and Imaam Ahmed ibn 

Hanbal) used to say that the sayings and actions of the Sahabah are an 

authentic reference for the deen as opposed to what the scholars of the 

fifth and latter centuries have said. 

 

It is not enough for the sincere followers of Allah (swt) to be led by the 

sayings of people who claim to be from Ahl us Sunnah wal Jama’ah, or 

of the Firqatu Naajiah since many of the deviated ones claim these 

titles. But it is fitting for them to seek out and study that which the 

Prophet Muhammad (saw) said and brought, and what the Sahabah 

narrated and their comments upon these matters. 

 

We pray to Allah (swt), that this short work explains some of the signs 

and attributes of the saved sect and that Allah (swt) allows us to gain 

the correct understanding of the Islaamic ‘Aqeedah and makes us part 

of Ahl ul Sunnah wal Jama’ah, the Firqah an-Naajihah (the saved sect). 

That He (swt) grants us the ability to perform all that He (swt) has 
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obliged upon us and to abstain from all He has forbidden us and that 

with this, He (swt) returns to the Muslims the authority on the earth 

and makes us inheritors of Jannah in the Hereafter. May Allah (swt) 

keep us upon His (swt) path, the Siraat al-Mustaqeem and increase our 

knowledge in the deen. Ameen. 
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C H A P T E R    1 

 

 

 

Who Are the Sahabah? 
 

Before we enter into our discussion regarding whether the sayings of 

the Sahabah are evidence for the Muslims in their deen, it is important 

for us to have a unified understanding on who the Sahabah were, 

what their description is and what the scholars have said about them. 

 

The Sahabah 

As-Sahabah is an Arabic noun which is derived from the root verb, 

Saahaba which means to accompany and to befriend. Linguistically, 

Sahabah means companions and Sahabi is a single companion. In the 

Shari’ah (Islamic law) the word Sahabah has a specific definition, with 

slight variations between the ‘Ulema of Hadith and the ‘Ulema of 

Usool. 

 

Ahl ul-Hadith 
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Amongst the scholars of hadith (Ahl ul-Hadith), the Sahabi is defined 

as,  

 

“Anyone who saw the Prophet (saw), believed in him (saw) and died 

upon this (i.e. died Muslim).” 

 

The scholars who held this opinion include Imaam Ahmed, Imaam 

Bukhaari, Al-Haafidh Ibn Hajar al-Askalaani, Imaam al-Madani 

amongst others. In fact Imaam Ahmed said that the Sahabi is,  

 

“Anyone accompanying the Messenger Muhammad (saw) believing 

in him over (a period of) a year or a month or a day or an hour or 

(even) just the fact that he saw him.”  

 

Imaam al-Madani defined the Sahabi similarly as being,  

 

“The one who accompanied the Messenger Muhammad (saw) or saw 

him (even) for one hour of the day and believed in him; he is one of 

the companions of the Messenger Muhammad (saw).” 

 

Ahl ul-Usool 

Amongst the Usooli scholars (who follow a specific school of thought) 

the Sahabi is defined as,  

 

“Anyone who saw the Messenger Muhammad (saw) after revelation 

while he was awake [i.e. not in his dream], believing in him during 

his lifetime and he had a long period of companionship [usually more 

than one year] in which he followed and learnt from him (saw) and if 

he dies upon Islaam, is a Sahabi.” 

 

The scholars who follow this understanding are some of the scholars 

of the Hanafi and Shafi’i Madhahib. The Shafi’i Ulema quote the 

Sahabi as being,  
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“The one who accompanies the Messenger Muhammad (saw) for one 

or two years and fights with him and dies believing in him is a 

Sahabi, and whoever does less (than this) is a Sahabi less than him.”  

 

 

It is reported that Imaam Shaafi’i said,  

 

“The one who accompanies the Messenger Muhammad (saw) and 

dies a believer (is a Sahabi).” 

 

The last Sahabi to pass away was A’amir Bin Waathila who is also 

known as Abu Tufail al-Laythi who died in Makkah in 110H, fulfilling 

the prophecy of the Prophet (saw) when he said, on the authority of 

Abdullah Ibn Umar (ra),  

 

“The Prophet prayed one of the ‘Isha prayers in his last days and 

after finishing it with Tasleem (saying the end salutations), he stood 

up and said, ‘Do you realise the importance of this night? Nobody 

present on the surface of the earth tonight would be living after the 

completion of one hundred years from this night3’.” [Bukhari] 

 

The Sahabah were those people who lived during the time when the 

Prophet’s (saw) received revelation. They saw, spoke and interacted 

with him (saw); many of which later went on to fight numerous battles 

to spread Islaam. They were those who learnt Islaam from the best of 

teachers under the supervision and tutorage of the Messenger 

                                                                        
3 Ibn Umar (ra) goes on to explain the hadith by saying, “The people made a mistake in 

grasping the meaning of this statement of Allah's Apostle and they indulged in those things 

which are said about these narrators (i.e. some said that the Day of Resurrection will be 

established after 100 years etc.) But the Prophet said, “Nobody present on the surface of earth 

tonight would be living after the completion of 100 years from this night,” and he meant, “When 

the people of that century would pass away.” 
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Muhammad (saw) and the guidance he (saw) received. They 

witnessed and lived the very circumstances in which the revelation 

was revealed and they are the only ones who know all the information 

pertaining to the legislation, its objective, rules and jurisprudence. 

These special qualities mean that their sayings are unlike the sayings 

of any other human being. In fact both Allah (swt) in the Qur’an and 

the Prophet (saw) through his ahadith have recounted their plentiful 

merits and virtues.  

 

The Status of the Sahabah in the Qur’an 

There are numerous evidences pertaining to the qualities and 

attributes of the Sahabah in the Qur’an amongst which are,  

 

 �����#4#) ���3#0�5#� 67#�#��8 �89�:/;.�� <��#= 67�9#��>�" �*#?#� #���29���#$ �*9���� /���@#8 A�9#�#��� �����#4#) ���3#0�5#� 67#�#��8 �89�:/;.�� <��#= 67�9#��>�" �*#?#� #���29���#$ �*9���� /���@#8 A�9#�#��� �����#4#) ���3#0�5#� 67#�#��8 �89�:/;.�� <��#= 67�9#��>�" �*#?#� #���29���#$ �*9���� /���@#8 A�9#�#��� �����#4#) ���3#0�5#� 67#�#��8 �89�:/;.�� <��#= 67�9#��>�" �*#?#� #���29���#$ �*9���� /���@#8 A�9#�#���
 ���� ���3����B�$ C�D ����#�5�@ E!�#��F�8#$ �*9���� #��� G�H�D ����I# �J#� �E�9#
�@ E?9�K�8 ���� ���3����B�$ C�D ����#�5�@ E!�#��F�8#$ �*9���� #��� G�H�D ����I# �J#� �E�9#
�@ E?9�K�8 ���� ���3����B�$ C�D ����#�5�@ E!�#��F�8#$ �*9���� #��� G�H�D ����I# �J#� �E�9#
�@ E?9�K�8 ���� ���3����B�$ C�D ����#�5�@ E!�#��F�8#$ �*9���� #��� G�H�D ����I# �J#� �E�9#
�@ E?9�K�8

#�#$ �L�#8��9# �� C�D ���3/��M#� #N���O �P��
9���� �4�Q�"#�#$ �L�#8��9# �� C�D ���3/��M#� #N���O �P��
9���� �4�Q�"#�#$ �L�#8��9# �� C�D ���3/��M#� #N���O �P��
9���� �4�Q�"#�#$ �L�#8��9# �� C�D ���3/��M#� #N���O �P��
9���� �4�Q�" ��5�
�!R� C�D ���3/��M ��5�
�!R� C�D ���3/��M ��5�
�!R� C�D ���3/��M ��5�
�!R� C�D ���3/��M 

“Muhammad (saw) is the Messenger of Allah. And those with 

him are hard against the disbelievers and merciful among 

themselves. Thou (O Muhammad) seest them bowing and 

falling prostrate (in worship), seeking bounty from Allah and 

(His) acceptance. The mark of them is on their foreheads from 

the traces of prostration; this is their example in the Torah 

and the Injeel.4” 

 

The above ayah testifies to the sincerity of the people with the Prophet 

(saw) i.e. the Sahabah. Their status and importance is so great that 

Allah (swt) even informed the previous nations through the Injeel and 

the Torah about them. In another ayah, Allah (swt) describes His (swt) 

Pleasure with them, 

                                                                        
4 Al-Qur’an – Surah Al-Fath, 48 : 29 
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 S�#����T�� ������?#J9#)� #���29���#$ �8#��!U�#$ #���4�B#3��.�� #��� ���/�9#$U� ���/+��9#���#$ S�#����T�� ������?#J9#)� #���29���#$ �8#��!U�#$ #���4�B#3��.�� #��� ���/�9#$U� ���/+��9#���#$ S�#����T�� ������?#J9#)� #���29���#$ �8#��!U�#$ #���4�B#3��.�� #��� ���/�9#$U� ���/+��9#���#$ S�#����T�� ������?#J9#)� #���29���#$ �8#��!U�#$ #���4�B#3��.�� #��� ���/�9#$U� ���/+��9#���#$

 �8#3�!U� #3# ��#) V�4�
#) SW9#0#B ���3�� 9#�#=�"#$ �*�0#= ���F#8#$ ���3�0#= �*9���� #C�F#8 �8#3�!U� #3# ��#) V�4�
#) SW9#0#B ���3�� 9#�#=�"#$ �*�0#= ���F#8#$ ���3�0#= �*9���� #C�F#8 �8#3�!U� #3# ��#) V�4�
#) SW9#0#B ���3�� 9#�#=�"#$ �*�0#= ���F#8#$ ���3�0#= �*9���� #C�F#8 �8#3�!U� #3# ��#) V�4�
#) SW9#0#B ���3�� 9#�#=�"#$ �*�0#= ���F#8#$ ���3�0#= �*9���� #C�F#8    
��5�X#?.�� �Y���:.�� #N���O �E�#��" #35�D #������#Z��5�X#?.�� �Y���:.�� #N���O �E�#��" #35�D #������#Z��5�X#?.�� �Y���:.�� #N���O �E�#��" #35�D #������#Z��5�X#?.�� �Y���:.�� #N���O �E�#��" #35�D #������#Z    

“And the first to embrace Islaam of the Muhajiroun and the 

Ansaar and those who followed them on the right path (in 

both the ‘Aqeedah and the Shariah). Allah is well-pleased 

with them as they are well-pleased with Him. He has prepared 

for them Gardens under which rivers flow (Paradise), to dwell 

therein forever. That is the supreme success.5” 

 

Allah (swt) is not pleased with the Companions because they are tall 

or short, rich or poor, black or white, but because they follow the right 

path and the correct manhaj. Additionally, Allah (swt) does not 

compliment a body of people for no reason; neither does He (swt) 

deceive us as to His (swt) favour. When He (swt) says (about the 

Sahabah), “Allah is well-pleased with them…” He (swt) is really 

pleased with them!   

 

Allah (swt) has also said,    
     

 C�D #� #���#?�D �L#4#
([�� #\��#) #N#!��?��#J�� .O�' #]�0���̂ ��.�� ��#= �*%��� #C�F#8 ���+�� C�D #� #���#?�D �L#4#
([�� #\��#) #N#!��?��#J�� .O�' #]�0���̂ ��.�� ��#= �*%��� #C�F#8 ���+�� C�D #� #���#?�D �L#4#
([�� #\��#) #N#!��?��#J�� .O�' #]�0���̂ ��.�� ��#= �*%��� #C�F#8 ���+�� C�D #� #���#?�D �L#4#
([�� #\��#) #N#!��?��#J�� .O�' #]�0���̂ ��.�� ��#= �*%��� #C�F#8 ���+��
EJ��4�� E�� �D ���3#��Q�"#$ ���3�5��#= �	#05�;(��� ��#_!�̀�D ���3���/�/�EJ��4�� E�� �D ���3#��Q�"#$ ���3�5��#= �	#05�;(��� ��#_!�̀�D ���3���/�/�EJ��4�� E�� �D ���3#��Q�"#$ ���3�5��#= �	#05�;(��� ��#_!�̀�D ���3���/�/�EJ��4�� E�� �D ���3#��Q�"#$ ���3�5��#= �	#05�;(��� ��#_!�̀�D ���3���/�/� 

“He is pleased with the believers when they gave bay’ah under 

the tree; he is well aware of what is in their hearts and he sent 

                                                                        
5 Al-Qur’an – Surah At-Tawba, 9 : 100 
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down sakeenah upon them, and he rewarded them with a near 

victory…6” 

 

The bay’ah mentioned in the above verse is the Bay’ah tur-Ridwaan i.e. 

the bay’ah to fight to the death contracted just before the signing of the 

treaty of Hudaybiyyah when news of the alleged assassination of 

Uthman (ra) by the Quraysh reached the Messenger Muhammad 

(saws). The scholars of Seyar (Islamic biography) like at-Tabari and Ibn 

Katheer have reported that in total there were around 1400 Sahabah 

and Sahaabiyaat present under the tree. Allah (swt) is telling us in the 

above verse that He (swt) is well pleased with all the Companions 

who contracted the bay’ah under the tree, He (swt) knows what is in 

their hearts, and is well pleased with them all and the Messenger 

Muhammad (saw) said about them, 

 

“No one will go to the Fire who gave bay’ah (allegiance) under the tree.” 

 

In addition, the Prophet (saw) said, 

 

“I plea to Almighty Allah that no one will enter Hellfire from those 

who witnessed the Battle of Badr, and the bay’ah of Hudaybiyyah.” 

 

The above ahadeeth show us clearly that not only was Allah (swt) well 

pleased with all the Sahabah but that a huge number of them had been 

promised paradise (Jannah) in their lifetimes, and not just the ten 

famous people from the Asharah Mubasharah bil Jannah given the glad 

tidings of Jannah (paradise).  

 

The Status of the Sahabah in the Ahadith 

In the Musnad of Imaam Ahmed it is narrated from Ibn Abu Aasim 

that the Messenger Muhammad (saw) said,  

                                                                        
6 Al-Qur’an – Surah al-Fath, 48 : 18 
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“You will always be good as long as those who saw me and 

accompanied me are amongst you (i.e. the Sahabah). By Allah! you 

will always be in goodness as long as there are among you the ones 

who saw those who saw me and accompanied me (i.e. the Tabi’een).7” 

 

It is recorded in Saheeh Muslim on the authority of Abi Musa Al-

Ashari (ra) that the Messenger Muhammad (saw) said,  

 

“The stars are the security for the heavens and when they are gone 

Allah (swt) will send what is destined for it. And I am the security 

for my Companions, and if I leave, my Companions will face what 

has been destined for them. My Companions are the security for the 

whole Ummah, and when my Companions leave the Ummah, my 

Ummah will face all they has been destined for them.8” 

 

And in An-Nisai and Ibn Majah upon the authority of Omar Bin 

Khattab (ra), the Messenger Muhammad (saw) is reported to have 

said, 

 

“Honour my Companions for they are the best among you.” 

 

The above ahadith are quite explicit in demonstrating the high level of 

esteem in which the Prophet (saw) held his Companions. In fact in 

other ahadith love to the Companions is equated to belief in Islam and 

hatred towards them is disbelief. It is narrated from Bara Ibn Azib in 

Saheeh Bukhari, that the Messenger Muhammad (saw) said, 

 

“No one loves them (Sahabah) except the mu’min (believer) and no 

one hates them except the munafiqeen (hypocrites).9” 

                                                                        
7 Ahmed, Musnad, Vol. 1 pg. 81 
8 Muslim, Saheeh, Book 31, Hadith no. 6147 
9 Bukhari, Saheeh, Vol. 7 pg. 113 
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It is recorded in Saheeh Bukhari, that the Prophet (saw) said, 

 

“Do not swear at my companions. If anyone of you spends the 

equivalent to the mountain of Uhud in gold, he will never reach the 

Mudd (i.e. like a fist of grain) of any one of them, not even half of 

that.10” 

 

It is reported by Imaam Baghawi in his book “Kitaab Ul-Sunnah” that 

the Messenger Muhammad (saw) said, 

 

“The example of my Sahabah in the Muslim Ummah is like the salt in 

the food; the Food does not become good except with salt.11” 

 

The Relationship between the Sahabah and the Wahi (Revelation) 

The Islamic Sources in terms of the Qur’an and the Sunnah are known 

together as the Wahi or divine revelation. The Qur’an was revealed to 

the Prophet (saw) by the Angel Jibra’eel (as) who then taught it 

directly to his Companions. The Prophet’s (saw) Companions 

memorised and recorded the Qur’an verbatim as it was revealed, 

acting upon each and every verse they would learn. It has been 

recorded in Saheeh Bukhari on the authority of Qataada, 

 

“I asked Anas bin Maalik, ‘Who collected the Qur'an at the time of 

the Prophet?’ He replied, ‘Four, all of whom were from the Ansar, 

Ubay bin Ka'b, Mu'adh bin Jabal, Zaid bin Thabit and Aba Zaid.12’” 

 

It has been narrated by Abul Rahman Al-Salami in “Tabaqaat Ibn 

Saaid”,  

                                                                        
10 Bukhari, Saheeh, Vol. 4 pg. 191 
11 Baghawi, Kitaab Ul-Sunnah, Vol. 14 pg. 72. In Kitaab Zuhd, pg. 200, it is reported that 

Hassan Al-Basri said, ‘Our salt has now gone; how can we be good after this.’ 
12 Bukhari, Saheeh, Vol. 5, Book 58, Hadith no, 155 
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“We take the Qur’an from people who told us that when they used to 

learn ten verses they never went to the second ten until they had 

learnt the first ten verses and had acted upon them. And after us the 

people who inherit the Qur’an will drink it the way they drink the 

water and it will never reach their own throats.13”  

 

The Prophet (saw) would regularly spend time with his Companions, 

teaching them his own sayings (ahadith) in addition to the Qur’an. It is 

reported by Imaam Abu Ya’la and by Hathami in ‘al-Zawaaid’ that 

Anas bin Maalik (ra) said, 

 

“We sat with the Messenger Muhammad (saw) and we used to have 

sixty men among us. The Prophet (saw) would tell us a hadith and 

then would leave. We would discuss the hadith in the gathering and 

not leave until it was implanted in all of our minds.14” 

 

And on the authority of Amru Ibn Akhtar al-Ansaari in Saheeh 

Muslim it is reported that, 

 

“The Messenger Muhammad (saw) prayed Salaatul Fajr with us and 

stood on the mimbar and gave a khutbah (speech) until Zuhr time. 

He (saw) then descended and prayed the Zuhr prayer. (He returned 

to the Mimbar and continued to give a speech) until salaat ul Asr 

and then he descended and prayed the Asr prayer. He (saw) 

continued to give a talk until sunset and (during this time) taught us 

all that happened and will happen and he (saw) made us memorise it. 

He only came down in order to break his fast and eat.” 

 

The Relationship between the Sahabah and the Prophet (saw) 

                                                                        
13 Ibn Sa’eed, Tabaqaat, Vol. 6 pg. 172 
14 Haythami, Al-Zawaaid, Vol. 1 pg. 161 
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The Sahabah were the Companions of the greatest man that walked 

the earth. They learnt their understanding of the deen directly from 

the Prophet (saw) who in turn was taught it by Allah (swt) through 

the Angel Jibra’eel (as). They spent much of their time with the 

Prophet (saw) such that he (saw) cemented a strong relationship with 

them, teaching them all aspects of Islaam. 

 

It is reported in Imaam Bukhari’s “Saheeh” and by Imaam Abdul 

Razzaaq in “Musannaf Ibn Abi Sheebah” on the authority of Musammah 

Ibn Makhrama about the Sahabah that, 

 

“Whenever the Messenger Muhammad (saw) used to spit or 

something came to their hand they used to take it and wiped their 

faces with it. Whenever he ordered them they used to obey, whenever 

he spoke they would speak quietly in front of him and whenever he 

spoke they never moved their eyes away from him.15”  

 

The Sahabah would desire to emulate the Prophet (saw) in all manners 

of his (saw) actions, even if they were not necessarily ordered by the 

Prophet (saw) to do so. It is recorded in the Musnad of Imaam Ahmed 

and by Imaam Al-Haythami on the authority of Ibn Sireen that he 

said, 

 

“I was with Abdullah Ibn Omar (ra) in Arafat, I used to go wherever 

he went and we prayed with him Zuhr and Asr; he stood and we all 

stood behind him until he finished. We then came to a place between 

two hills and he (Ibn Omar) descended from his camel and stood 

there. We all thought that he descended from his camel to pray, 

however his servant said, ‘He does not want to pray but when the 

Messenger Muhammad (saw) came (here) he came down to urinate 

and he (Ibn Omar) stopped here also to pass water to fulfil the 

                                                                        
15 Bukhari, Saheeh, Vol. 3 pg. 180 
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Sunnah of the Messenger Muhammad (saw).’ Ibn Sireen then 

commented, ‘I never saw companions the likes of the Companions of 

Rasoul Allah (saw).16’”  

 

The Companions would love the Prophet (saw) greatly in that they 

would wish for pain and suffering upon themselves if it would avert 

any harm befalling the Messenger Muhammad (saw). For example 

whilst Khobayb (ra) was captured by Quraysh and they began to 

torture him upon a crucifix, they asked him, 

 

“Would you wish that Muhammad (saw) was here instead of you?” 

He (ra) replied, “No! By Allah who is the Great! I would not accept 

the Prophet (saw) to even get pricked by a small thorn in order for me 

to descend from here!17” 

 

Dispraising the Sahabah 

With such references from Allah (swt) and the Prophet (saw), how can 

one imagine anyone saying any words of dispraise about the Sahabah? 

In fact the Muslim Ulema have commented on the status of such 

persons. 

 

It has been reported that Qadi Iyaadh (a Maliki scholar), recorded in 

Kitaab As-Shifa’ that,  

 

“Whoever said about Abu Bakr, Omar, Othman or Ali that they were 

upon the Dalaal (misguidance) of Kufr will be killed and whoever 

insulted them or any other Sahabah, he will get severe 

punishment.18” 

  

And in Kitaab Al-Kifayyah it is recorded that Imaam Abu Zarhah said, 

                                                                        
16 Ahmed, Musnad, Vol. 2 pg. 131 
17 Fareed, Waqaffat Tarbawiyyah ma’a Seerah Nabawiyah, pg. 112 
18 Qaadi Iyaadh, Ash-Shifa’, Vol 2. pg. 1109 
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“If you find a man dispraising any Sahabah he is a Zindeeq (infidel) 

because the Qur’an is the truth and no one delivered it except the 

Sahabah. Hence whoever dispraises them means to dispraise the 

Qur’an and Sunnah. It is (in fact) better to dispraise that person and 

call him Zindeeq and Daal (misguided) instead.19” 

 

Whilst Imaam al-Barbahaari wrote in Sharh al-Sunnah (Explanation of 

the Sunnah), 

 

“Whoever speaks from his mouth something bad or speaks low about 

any of the Sahabah; he speaks down about the Messenger 

Muhammad (saw) and harms him in his grave.20”   

 

Having established from the Islamic sources and the sayings of the 

‘Ulema the status the Muslims should hold the Sahabah in, we will 

now explore the topic whether Qowl us-Sahabi or the sayings of the 

Sahabah are evidence in the deen. 

                                                                        
19 Abu Zarhah, Kitaab Al-Kifayyah, pg. 49 
20 Barbahaari, Sharh al-Sunnah, pg. 54 
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C H A P T E R    2 

 

 

 

 Are the sayings of the Sahabah a source  

of evidence in the Deen? 
 

To appreciate the topic of whether the sayings of the Sahabah are 

taken as evidence in the deen, we will firstly forward a definition as to 

exactly what Qowl us-Sahabi is. This is important, since one who 

desires to follow the Islamic deen sincerely and completely needs to 

understand and appreciate exactly what is meant by this before 

accepting or rejecting it. The Ulema have defined Qowl us-Sahabi as 

the following, 

 

“Whatever has been established by chains connected with 

correct narrations and which do not have contradictions, to 

the explicit divine evidence – whether his actions, sayings, 

consent or opinions.” 
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The first important point from the above definition is that Qowl us-

Sahabi is not solely restricted to the Sahabah’s sayings, but includes 

their actions, consents and opinions, as long as they do not contradict 

with the explicit divine texts. The second point of note is that the same 

way we grade the chains of narrators in relation to the Prophet’s (saw) 

ahadith, we must follow the same methodology when dealing with the 

reports detailing Qowl us-Sahabah. The last point regarding 

contradiction to the divine text, is important since it distinguishes 

Qowl us-Sahabi from Ijma as-Sahabah (the consensus of the 

Companions). The consensus of the Companions is only established 

when the Sahabah unanimously agree on a matter that appears overtly 

to contradict the Islamic texts; hence indicating an evidence which has 

not reached us through the Qur’anic ayat or prophetic ahadeeth. 

 

We have mentioned how the Sahabah were in a unique position in 

terms of their proximity, closeness and fondness to the Prophet (saw) 

and consequently hold a status that we cannot ever imagine any 

scholars, let alone any person following them, to hold; this being that 

they were taught the deen of Islaam directly from the Messenger of 

Allah (swt).  

 

The Obligation to Follow the Sahabah 

We have already cited some evidences from the Qur’an and Sunnah 

demonstrating some of the qualities and virtues the Sahabah had. 

However, these make no specific mention about what our relationship 

should be with them. However, Allah (swt) does makes mention of 

this in the Qur’an in numerous ayaat. Allah (swt) says, 

 

 Sa�+�> C�D ���� #�(!�T�D .���%�#�#) ��'($ .�$#�# ��� ���+�D �*�� �� 0#�1 #� ��.M���� .���0#�1 .��T�D Sa�+�> C�D ���� #�(!�T�D .���%�#�#) ��'($ .�$#�# ��� ���+�D �*�� �� 0#�1 #� ��.M���� .���0#�1 .��T�D Sa�+�> C�D ���� #�(!�T�D .���%�#�#) ��'($ .�$#�# ��� ���+�D �*�� �� 0#�1 #� ��.M���� .���0#�1 .��T�D Sa�+�> C�D ���� #�(!�T�D .���%�#�#) ��'($ .�$#�# ��� ���+�D �*�� �� 0#�1 #� ��.M���� .���0#�1 .��T�D
��5��#?.�� �b5��(��� #���#$ �*-��� ���3�;5�:.;#5#��D��5��#?.�� �b5��(��� #���#$ �*-��� ���3�;5�:.;#5#��D��5��#?.�� �b5��(��� #���#$ �*-��� ���3�;5�:.;#5#��D��5��#?.�� �b5��(��� #���#$ �*-��� ���3�;5�:.;#5#��D    
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“And if they believe the way you (pl.) believe then they will be 

guided. And if they do not then they are misguided / deviant. 

Allah will deal with them and Allah Sees and Hears all…21” 

 

Linguistically, in the above ayah, Allah (swt) uses the plural of the 

word to believe, signifying that it is addressing not only the Messenger 

Muhammad (saw) but those who believed with him, i.e. the sahabah. 

Elaborating on this the mufasireen such as Ibn Katheer have said that 

the above ayah means, ‘…if the people believe in what the Messenger 

and his Companions believe…’ This is a direct order from Allah (swt) 

to all Muslims to follow the Sahabah in their belief and their 

understanding, since it is also the same belief as that which the 

Prophet (saw) carried. 

 

In another ayah in the Qur’an, Allah (swt) further comments, 

 

#J#) #� ���?#� ��� ����@(4�� �,��#[�� �#�#$#J#) #� ���?#� ��� ����@(4�� �,��#[�� �#�#$#J#) #� ���?#� ��� ����@(4�� �,��#[�� �#�#$#J#) #� ���?#� ��� ����@(4�� �,��#[�� �#�#$ #]�0���̂ ��.�� ��5�J#@ #4�5�c �b�J( #�#$ d#��3.�� �*�� #�(5 #]�0���̂ ��.�� ��5�J#@ #4�5�c �b�J( #�#$ d#��3.�� �*�� #�(5 #]�0���̂ ��.�� ��5�J#@ #4�5�c �b�J( #�#$ d#��3.�� �*�� #�(5 #]�0���̂ ��.�� ��5�J#@ #4�5�c �b�J( #�#$ d#��3.�� �*�� #�(5
�Ee��#� �W7#@#$ #�(0#3#B �*�����!#$ <%�#�#) #� �*f�#��!�Ee��#� �W7#@#$ #�(0#3#B �*�����!#$ <%�#�#) #� �*f�#��!�Ee��#� �W7#@#$ #�(0#3#B �*�����!#$ <%�#�#) #� �*f�#��!�Ee��#� �W7#@#$ #�(0#3#B �*�����!#$ <%�#�#) #� �*f�#��! ÿ  #g#4�[�� ��" �4�:�I#� �& #*-��� %��' #g#4�[�� ��" �4�:�I#� �& #*-��� %��' #g#4�[�� ��" �4�:�I#� �& #*-��� %��' #g#4�[�� ��" �4�:�I#� �& #*-��� %��'

7#[#� �#��� #N���O ��$�P #� �4�:�I#�#$ �*��7#[#� �#��� #N���O ��$�P #� �4�:�I#�#$ �*��7#[#� �#��� #N���O ��$�P #� �4�:�I#�#$ �*��7#[#� �#��� #N���O ��$�P #� �4�:�I#�#$ �*��    
“And whoever contradicts and opposes the Messenger after the 

path has become manifest to him, and follows a path different 

to that of the believers, We shall keep him in the path he has 

chosen and burn him in Hell – what an evil destination. Allah 

forgives not shirk but forgives whom He wills anything other 

than that…22” 

 

Here it is manifestly clear that Allah (swt) is addressing those who 

follow a way or path other than that of the Sahabah, as actually 

                                                                        
21 Al-Qur’an – Surah Al-Baqarah, 2: 137 
22 Al-Qur’an – Surah an-Nisaa’, 4 : 115 - 116 
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opposing the Messenger Muhammad (saw) himself and contradicting 

his teachings. Consequently, this highlights the need for all Muslims, 

past or present, to follow the way of the Sahabah in their 

understanding, actions and beliefs if they wish to be successful in this 

life and in the Hereafter. 

Following on from the order of Allah (swt) to the Believers to follow 

the Sahabah, the Prophet (saw) himself, made specific mention of this 

as well. It is recorded in Ibn Maajah and Tirmizhi that the Messenger 

Muhammad (saw) said, 

 

“Follow my Sunnah and the Sunnah of the Khulafah al-Raashideen 

and bite them with your teeth. Regarding any new thing in the deen, 

every new thing is bida’h (innovation)…23” 

 

In a similar hadith reported in Sunan Abu Dawoud and in the Musnad 

of Imaam Ahmed on the authority of Irbaad Ibn Saariah, the 

Messenger Muhammad (saw) preached to the Sahabah in an 

extremely strong manner causing their eyes to cry and their hearts to 

shake. Someone then asked, 

 

“‘You spoke to us like it was your last speech, what do you advise 

us?’ The Messenger Muhammad (saw) said, ‘Listen and obey, even if 

the Ameer over you was an Abyssinian slave who had a head like a 

raison, and follow my tradition and that of the rightly guided 

Khulafaah who come after me, and hold it firm, be careful of any 

innovation in the deen any new thing is innovation and any 

innovation is misguidance.24’” 

 

These two ahadith contradict those who say we only follow the Qur’an 

and the Sunnah of the Prophet Muhammad (saw) and that we do not 

                                                                        
23 Ibn Maajah, Sunnan, Vol. 1 pg. 15 and Timizhi, Vol. 5 pg. 44 
24 Abu Dawood, Sunnan, Vol. 5. pg. 36 and Imaam Ahmed, Musnad, Vol. 5 pg. 220 
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take the sayings, nor the understanding of the deen, from the Sahabah. 

These ahadith are explicit in requesting all Muslims to follow the 

sunnah i.e. the sayings, the actions and the consent of the Prophet 

(saw) and also to follow the sunnah i.e. the sayings, the actions and the 

consent of the four Khulafaah (successors), Abu Bakr, Omar ibn 

Khattab, Uthmaan bin Affaan and Ali bin Abu Taalib (ra). This is a 

clear evidence stating that the Sunnah of the Khulafaah ar-Raashideen 

(which encompasses their sayings, actions and opinions) should be 

followed in the same way as the Prophetic sunnah. Moreover, since 

these four great Sahabah (companions) were Khaleefs at different 

times, it follows that one must seek out and emulate the sunnah of 

each one of the four Khaleefs during their periods of rule.  

 

During his time, the Prophet (saw) made specific mention of both Abu 

Bakr (ra) and Omar bin al-Khattab as being those whom we should 

follow and seek opinions from. It is narrared in Tirmizhi on the 

authority of Huzaifah, that the Messenger Muhammad (saw) said,  

 

“Follow the two who are after me; Abu Bakr and Omar and seek the 

guidance from Ammar. Maintain the covenant of the Sahabi ibnu 

Ummu Abid.25” 

 

And in Saheeh Muslim on the authority of Qatadah, that the 

Messenger Muhammad (saw) said, 

 

“If the people obey Abu Bakr As-Siddique (ra) and Omar bin Al-

Khattaab (ra) they will be guided.26” 

 

The word ‘guided’ or ‘Al-Rushd’ used in the above hadith indicates 

that if one wishes to understand or attain the guidance then one needs 

                                                                        
25 Sunan Tirmizhi Vol. 5 pg. 672 
26 Saheeh Muslim, Vol. 1 pg. 472 
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to follow and obey what Abu Bakr and Omar bin al-Khattab have 

instructed; lest one fall into misguidance and error. 

 

 

It is recorded in Tabarani’s Mu’jam Al-Kabeer, and Imaam Haythami’s 

Muja’mmah that the Prophet (saw) said,   

 

“If both of you agree (Abu Bakr As-Siddique (ra) and Omar bin Al-

Khattaab (ra)) I will never differ with you.27” 

 

It is recorded by Haakim in Al-Mustadrak, that the Messenger 

Muhammad (saw) said, after he looked at Abu Bakr As-Siddique (ra) 

and Omar bin Al-Khattaab (ra), 

 

“Those two are the hearing and the seeing. Without hearing you 

cannot hear any truth and without seeing you cannot see any 

truth.28”  

 

In Saheeh Muslim, on the authority of ‘Aiesha (ra) the Messenger 

Muhammad (saw) is reported to have said,  

 

“There were many people from the nations before, people who were 

spoken to from the heaven (i.e. Prophets). If there was anyone who 

would have been spoken to from the heaven in my Ummah, it would 

have been Omar bin Al-Khattaab (ra).29” 

 

And it is recorded in Tirmizhi, on the authority of ‘Uqbah Ibn Aamir 

that he heard the Messenger Muhammad (saw) say,  

 

                                                                        
27 Tabarani, Mu’jam Al-Kabeer, Vol. 11 pg. 438, Haythami, Muja’mmah Vol. 9 pg. 68 
28 Haakim, Al-Mustadrak, Vol. 3 pg. 369 
29 Saheeh Muslim, Vol. 4 pg. 1864 
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“If there were to be a Nabi after me it would be Omar bin Al-Khattab 

(ra) but there is no Nabi after me. And if I had been not sent with the 

Prophethood it would have been (given to) Omar bin Al-Khattab 

(ra).30” 

The above ahadith expound the virtues of two of the greatest 

Companions of the Prophet (saw), Abu Bakr as-Siddique and Omar 

bin al-Khattab. However, the Prophet (saw) did not restrict his speech 

to simple praise, but rather ordered the Muslims to follow them in 

their sunnah, or way and method. Moreover, the Prophet (saw) stated 

that if they agreed on a matter, the Prophet (saw) himself would never 

differ with them i.e. what they would say and do would only be based 

upon what Allah (swt) and his Prophet (saw) have ordered. With all 

these acclaims and accolades from the Prophet (saw), how then can we 

say after this that the opinion of Abu Bakr or Omar bin al-Khattab is 

their own opinion or that they are liable to error, and therefore, my 

opinion is more correct?! 

 

It is not just the above two great Sahabah that the Prophet (saw) 

requested the Muslims to follow and obey, in fact there are many other 

incidents when the Prophet (saw) requested the Believers to follow 

other Sahabah as well. It is narrated in Saheeh Bukhari that on one 

occasion Ibn Abbas (ra) put out some water for the Prophet (saw) to 

perform ablution. When the Prophet (saw) enquired who did this he 

made du’a for Ibn Abbas saying, 

 

“Teach him interpretation of the deen and give him Fiqh 

(understanding) of the deen.31” 

 

It is narrated on the authority of Ikrimah in Saheeh Bukhari that the 

Prophet (saw) took Ibn Abbas and hugged him saying, 

                                                                        
30 Sunan Tirmizhi, Vol. 5 pg. 619 
31 Bukhari, Saheeh, Vol. 1 pg. 45 
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“O Allah! Teach him the Sunnah (three times).32” 

 

And also on the authority of Masruq in Saheeh Bukhari the Prophet 

(saw) is reported to have said,  

 

“Take (learn) the Qur’an from four, Abdullah bin Masoud, Saleem, 

Mu’adh and Ubayy bin Ka’b.” 

 

It is reported in Saheeh Muslim that the Messenger Muhammad (saw) 

said to Abdullah Ibn Masoud (ra),  

 

“‘Recite the Qur’an in front of me,’ and Ibn Masoud replied, ‘You 

want me to recite the Qur’an and it was revealed upon you?’ The 

Messenger Muhammad (saw) said, ‘I would like to hear it from 

someone different to me.’ Ibn Masoud read from Surah An-Nisa 

until the verse, ‘You will be a witness over all of them’ and the 

Messenger Muhammad (saw) started to cry until the tears reached 

his beard, then Abdullah Ibn Masoud stopped and the Messenger 

Muhammad (saw) stood up and said, ‘I accept Allah (swt) as the 

Lord, Islam as your deen and what has been recited and whatever 

Abdullah Ibn Masoud has agreed for you.33” 

 

The Prophet (saw) made supplication to Allah (swt) that Ibn Abbas 

should be granted the understanding of the Qur’an. Therefore, who 

are we to say that our understanding of the ayaat (verses) is better 

than that of Ibn Abbas? Rather, the Prophet (saw) through 

supplicating to Allah (swt) was indicating to the Muslims that they 

should refer to Ibn Abbas to attain the true meaning of the Qur’an. The 

Prophet (saw) also mentioned that he would accept the verdict of Ibn 

Maso’ud (ra) when he (saw) said, “I accept… and whatever Abdullah Ibn 
                                                                        

32 Bukhari, Saheeh, Vol. 4 pg. 217 
33 Muslim, Saheeh, Vol. 1 pg. 551 
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Maso’ud has agreed for you.” From these evidences alone, we can 

conclude that anyone who brings an interpretation or understanding 

of a verse of the Qur’an, or a masala from himself, that contradicts the 

established sayings (which do not contradict the divine evidences) of 

Ibn Abbas and Ibn Maso’ud, then we will reject the latter opinion and 

follow the Sahabah’s understanding.  

 

The reason why the Sahabah are afforded such a status in the deen is 

because the Prophet (saw) did not solely teach them the verses of the 

Qur’an, but taught them their interpretation and understanding as 

well. They were in effect the living embodiment of the Qur’an and the 

Sunnah. 
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C H A P T E R    3 

 

 

 

What the Sahabah said in  

Relation to Qowl us-Sahabi  
 

The ayaat (verses) of the Qur’an and the ahadith we have mentioned 

above indicate the requirement for the Muslims to follow the Sahabah 

in their understanding of the deen. For anyone to deny that we have to 

follow Qowl us-Sahabi in the deen, should then bring their evidences. 

We are aware of the hadith of the Prophet (saw) when he said,  

 

“The best nation is my generation. Then (the next is) those who 

follow them. Then (the next is) those who follow them. Then, after 

you are a people who bear witness without being asked to do so, they 

betray and are not trusted, they swear oaths and do not fulfill them 

and fatness will appear among them.” 
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The first generation who the Prophet (saw) praised was his own 

generation i.e. his own Sahabah; following them in praise was the 

Tabi’een (followers) and then the last praised generation was at-Tabi’ 

Tabi’een (the followers of the Tabi’een). Collectively these three 

generations are known as the Salafu Saalih (or pious predecessors). 

Their understanding is the benchmark all Muslims should aspire to, 

refer to and follow. When a Muslim therefore desires to check whether 

a principle is acceptable in the Shari’ah or not, he should refer it to 

what the Sahabah have said in regards to it before one even looks to 

what the Ulema of the Salaf have said. We will now present to you 

some of the sayings of the Sahabah in relation to taking their own 

sayings as evidence in the deen. 

 

It is recorded in the Musnad of Imaam Ahmed and by Khateeb Al-

Baghdadi in Al-Faqih Wal Mutafaqih that Abdullah Ibn Masoud said, 

 

“Allah (swt) looked to the hearts of His servants and chose the 

Messenger Muhammad (saw) and sent him with the message and the 

Wahi (revelation). Then Allah (swt) looked to the hearts of the 

(remainder of the) people and chose for him (saw) the Sahabah (ra). 

Whatever they (the Sahabah) see as good is good in the Eyes of Allah 

(swt) and whatever they see as bad is bad in the Eyes of Allah 

(swt).34” 

 

This athaar (report) of Ibn Masoud shows that Allah (swt) chose the 

Sahabah to be the selected Companions of the Prophet (saw) having 

looked to their hearts and finding that all that they understand to be 

good and bad, right and wrong, is identical to what Allah (swt) had 

decreed. In essence this indicates that the Sahabah’s understanding is 

the same as what Allah (swt) has ordered. This being the case, how 

                                                                        
34 Ahmed, Musnad, Vol. 1 pg. 379 and al-Baghdaadi, Al-Faqih Wal Mutafaqih, Vol. 1 pg. 

166 
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can we say that our own opinions are greater or more important than 

what the Sahabah have brought? Do we really think that Allah (swt) 

erred when He (swt) looked to the hearts of all people? And Allah 

(swt) is free from any mistake. 

 

In addition to this, we have numerous narrations from great Sahabi 

who ordered the Muslims to obey the sayings and opinions of the 

Sahabah. In Jaami’ Bayan Al-‘Ilmi it is reported that Abdullah Ibn 

Masoud (ra) said, 

 

“Whoever desires to have an example to follow, choose the 

Companions of the Prophet (saw) since they had the purest of 

obedient hearts from amongst this Ummah and were the deepest in 

knowledge (about the deen). They were the least in exaggeration and 

the most straight and firm in guidance. A people whom Allah (swt) 

(Himself) chose to accompany His Prophet and to establish His Deen. 

Learn about their own virtues and follow their own signs (i.e. what 

they said and did) as they would only follow the clear guidance.35” 

 

It is reported in Tabaraani’s Mu’jam Al-Kabeer and in Tabakaat Ibn Saad, 

that when Omar bin Al-Khattaab (ra) wrote to the people of Kufa, he 

said,  

 

“I have sent ‘Ammar Bin Yaasir (to you) as Ameer (a leader over 

you) and Abdullah Ibn Masoud as a teacher and (his) deputy. They 

are from the shrewdest and cleverest of the Sahabah of the Messenger 

Muhammad (saw) and are people of Badr – follow them and listen to 

them. Although I need them for myself, I favour you over my own 

needs.36” 

 

                                                                        
35 Qurtubi, Jaami’ Bayan al-Ilm, Vol. 2 pg. 119 
36 Tabaraani, Mu’jam Al-Kabeer, Vol. 9 pg. 85 and Ibn Sa’ad, Tabakaat, Vol. 1 pg. 8 
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It is reported that once Abdullah Ibn Masoud (ra) was asked who the 

people should follow after the Prophet (saw) had passed away, he 

said,  

 

“Follow [Ittabi’ou] them (the Sahabah) and do not innovate, they are  

sufficient for you, every new innovation is bida’h and every bida’h is 

misguidance.”  

 

In another narration found in Sunnan ad-Daarimi, it is reported that 

Abdullah Ibn Maso’ud said, 

 

“His (the Prophet’s (saw)) Companions are sufficient (for us) to 

follow.37” 

 

It is reported in Imaam Qurtubi’s Jaami’ Bayan al-Ilm that when the 

Khawaarij came to debate with Abdullah Ibn Abbas (ra) he said to 

them, 

 

“I came to you from the Companions of the Messenger of Allah (saw) 

and his nephew, Imaam Ali (ra); not one of you are from his (saw) 

Companions. The Qur’an was revealed to those people and they are 

the most knowledgeable about its meaning.38” 

 

Naturally those who are the Companions of a person know the most 

about him. What about if that person himself was Saahibu al-Qur’an i.e. 

the protector and bearer of the Qur’an? His Companions would 

obviously be the most knowledgeable about both him and the Qur’an 

as well. 

 

                                                                        
37 Sunan ad-Daarimi, Vol. 1 pg. 49 
38 Qurtubi, Jaami’ Bayan al-Ilm, Vol. 2 pg. 127 
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In Imaam al-Laalikaaie’s book “The Explanation of the Foundations of Ahl 

ul-Sunnah Wa al-Jama’ah”, he quoted Abdullah Ibn Masoud as saying, 

 

“We are led by the Qur’an and the Sunnah and we do not initiate 

things and we follow the Sahabah (ra) and do not innovate. We will 

never be misguided as long as we hold on to the athaar (reports of the 

Sahabah (ra)).39”  

 

And Imaam Bukhari in his Saheeh has quoted Huzaifah Bin Al-

Yamman (ra),  

 

“Fear Allah (swt)! O Reciters of the Qur’an! Follow those before you 

(i.e. the Companions). By Allah (swt)! If you remain straight upon 

that path you will reach first (i.e. enter Jannah) and if you go deviate 

from it, you will be astray.40” 

 

Imaam Ghazaali in his work “Dispraising the Ahl ul-Kalaam”, quotes 

Abdullah Ibn Abbas (ra) as saying, 

 

“You should be straight (upright), follow and do not innovate and 

whatever has been reported (to you) that a Sahabi said or did you 

must follow it.41” 

 

It is reported in Sunnan Abu Dawoud, in Ibn Majah and in Imaam 

Haakim’s Mustadrak that Abu Zarr (ra) said, 

 

“A young man passed by Omar bin Al-Khattaab (ra) and Omar (ra) 

commented, ‘That is a good man.’ I said, ‘Make du’a for me.’ Omar 

bin Al-Khattaab (ra) replied, ‘Me (make du’a for you)? And you are 

                                                                        
39 Laalikaaie, The Explanation of the Foundations of Ahl ul-Sunnah Wa al-Jama’ah, Vol. 1 

pg. 86 
40 Saheeh Bukhari, Vol. 8 pg. 140 
41 Ghazaali, Dispraising Ahl ul-Kalaam, Vol. 1 pg. 189 
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one of the Companions of the Messenger of Allah (saw)? I cannot. 

Why do you ask?’ I (Abu Zarr) said, “Because you praised this man 

and I heard that the Messenger Muhammad (saw) said, ‘Allah made 

the truth come from the mouth of Omar bin Al-Khattaab (ra).42’” 

 

From this athaar it is clear that the Sahabah understood the saying of 

the Prophet (saw) when he (saw) said that the truth came from the 

mouth of Omar bin Al-Khattaab (ra) to mean that everything that he 

spoke was the truth. For this reason we find the Sahabi Abu Zarr (ra) 

desiring the verbal supplication of Omar bin Khattaab (ra) as he 

considered all that Omar would say as being the truth.  

 

Even the great Sahabi Abdullah Ibn Abbas (ra) would follow the 

sayings of Abu Bakr and Omar bin Khattaab (ra) above his own 

opinions, despite being given the attribute of Turjumaan al-Qur’an by 

the Prophet (saw). It has been reported by Ibn Uyayna from Abdullah 

Ibn Yazeed that,  

 

“If Abdullah Ibn Abbas (ra) was asked about anything he would 

answer from the Qur’an or the Sunnah. If he could not answer from 

these he would then say whatever Abu Bakr As-Siddique (ra) or 

Omar bin Al-Khattab (ra) would say. If he did not find it amongst 

these then he would give his own opinion.43”  

 

This last quotation is quite important since it highlights the notable 

status the sayings and the understanding of the first two Khaleefs, 

Abu Bakr and Omar (ra) had for the great Sahabi Ibn Abbas; so much 

so that before he would give his own opinion, he would consult their 

sayings to see if they had commented on a matter. If the sayings and 

understandings of the individual Sahabi are just a matter of personal 
                                                                        

42 Sunnan Abu Dawoud, Vol. 3 pg. 138, Ibn Majah, Vol. 1 pg. 108, Haakim, Mustadrak, 

Vol. 3 pg. 93 
43 Haakim, Mustadrak, Vol. 1 pg. 127 
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opinion or Ijtihaad, then is Ibn Abbas not capable of giving his own 

opinion in matters of deen, particularly since the Prophet (saw) 

specifically supplicated to Allah (swt) to give him the understanding 

of the deen? So why then would he accept the sayings of these two 

great Sahabah over and above his own? 

 

One of the reasons why Ibn Abbas did this was because in numerous 

narrations the Prophet (saw) attributed great knowledge to both Abu 

Bakr (ra) and Omar bin Al-Khattab. As we have seen, the Prophet 

(saw) has said, 

 

“If the people obey Abu Bakr As-Siddique (ra) and Omar bin Al-

Khattaab (ra) they will be guided.44” 

 

In addition, it is recorded by Al-Haakim that Abdullah Ibn Masoud 

(ra)45 said, 

 

“If the Ilm of Omar bin Al-Khattaab (ra) was put on one side of the 

scale and the Ilm of the people of the earth on the other side, Omar 

bin Al-Khattab’s (ra) knowledge will outweigh it. 46”  

 

One of the great Tabi’e by name of Ibraheem an-Nakhai commented 

upon this statement and said, 

 

“In fact Abdullah said more than this. I believe Omar bin Al-Khattab 

(ra) has nine parts out of ten of the knowledge. 47” 

                                                                        
44 Saheeh Muslim, Vol. 1 pg. 472 
45 The actual reports mentions, ‘upon the authority of Abdullah’. In fact there are disputes 

between the Ulema as to whom this Abdullah refers to; among them some say Abdullah 

Ibn Abbas, others Abdullah Ibn Omar, however, the opinion we follow is that it refers to 

Abdullah Ibn Masoud. Wa Allahu Aalim. 
46 Haakim, Mustadrak, Vol. 3 pg. 86 and Imaam Fasawi Vol. 1 pg. 462. 
47 Ibid., 
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The understanding of the Sahabi and Tabi’een in relation to Omar bin 

al-Khattab having great knowledge has its basis in the sayings of the 

Prophet (saw), since he (saw) has been reported by Imaam Bukhari in 

his Saheeh as saying,  

 

“One day, whilst I was asleep (I saw in a dream that) I was given a 

cup of milk and it was said, ‘drink’ and I drank from it until I saw 

the water gushing out from under my nails, then I left what 

remained to Omar bin Al-Khattaab (ra).’ They (the Sahabah) asked, 

‘What is its interpretation?’ He (saw) said, ‘The milk is 

knowledge.48’” 

 

The Sahabah were even careful to avoid any action that may have 

displeased another sahabah. Such that it is recorded by Ibn Katheer in 

his Bidayah wan Nihayah, that when Imaam Ali entered Kufa, the 

people called to him and asked him to enter the white palace. He 

Imaam Ali (ra) replied, 

 

“I will never enter a place that Omar bin Al-Khattab (ra) disliked to 

enter.49” 

 

It is clear from the above discussions and reports that the Sahabah 

accepted and adhered to following the sayings and actions of another 

Sahabi as evidence, besides the Qur’an and Sunnah. Consequently, it 

can be concluded that the Sahabah accepted Qowl us-Sahabi in the 

deen. 

                                                                        
48 Saheeh Bukhari, Vol. 4 pg. 198 
49 Ibn Katheer, Bidayah wan Nihayah, Vol. 7 pg. 264 
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C H A P T E R    4 

 

 

 

What the Tabi’een say in  

Relation to Qowl us-Sahabi  
 

We have dealt with the sayings of the Sahabah in relation to Qowl us-

Sahabi and have seen how such a principal was not only accepted but 

also practised by them. Although the benchmark that we set for 

ourselves is the Prophet (saw) and his Companions, and therefore one 

should accept such a principle, to dispel any further doubt about the 

matter we will present the opinions of the second of the three praised 

generations, the Tabi’een. How did the Tabi’een view the sayings and 

actions of the Sahabah? Did they accept them as part of the deen? Did 

they refer to them over and above their own opinions? 

 

It is reported that the Tabi’e Shuraih Al-Qaadi said, 
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 “I will follow the athaar (Sahabah’s saying) whichever ones I find 

with Isnaad (chains of narrators).50” 

 

In Al-Ibaanah it is reported that the great Tabi’e Ibraheem an-Nakhai 

said, 

 

“If it reaches me that the Sahabah in performing the Wudu’ (ritual 

ablution for prayer) never differed with the Messenger Muhammad 

(saw) even by not washing a single nail I will never wash that nail. It 

is enough humiliation and insult for a person if he differs with their 

(i.e. Sahabah’s) deeds.51” 

 

Ibraheem an-Nakhai continues,  

 

“If the Sahabah (ra) made Masih (wiping over the feet and not 

washing them) I will make Masih and I will never wash them so that 

I may get the fadl (reward) of following them.52” 

 

The saying of the above Tabi’e demonstrates two clear points; the first 

is that he considered that what the Sahabah did was in emulation of 

the Prophet (saw) and consequently if they did not wash a particular 

nail or only performed Masih he too would emulate such deeds. 

Secondly, he mentions that if one simply emulates the actions of the 

Sahabah in an attempt to emulate the actions of the Prophet (saw) then 

one would attain additional reward for both the action and also for the 

itibaa’ (following) of their example. 

 

Imaam al-Awzai, commonly known as the second Imaam Shaafi’i said 

in Al-Madkhal ala Sunnan Al-Kubra,  

 
                                                                        

50 Qurtubi, Jaami’ Bayan al-Ilm, Vol. 2 pg. 42 
51 Al-Ibaanah, Vol. 1 pg. 362 
52 Ibid., 
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“Follow the athar (sayings, actions and consent) of the salaf, even if 

people reject you and decorate (their opinions) for you with beautiful 

sayings. When the matter becomes clear you will be on the right 

path.53” 

 

Imaam Awza’i has also said, 

 

“Stand firm to the Sunnah, follow what the Sahabah (ra) follow, say 

what they said, reject what they left, follow their own path, it is wide 

enough for you what was good for them, and if it were not good they 

would never have been specified for that (i.e. to follow them by name) 

in the Qur’an. The Messenger Muhammad (saw) never spoke 

anything of Ilm except that he taught them. When he (saw) said, 

‘Did I convey all the message?’ The Sahabah (ra) testified it for 

him… Allah (swt) chose them and sent the Messenger Muhammad 

(saw) amongst them and this is specific for them.54” 

 

In the same book, Imaam Al-Alaaie is quoted as saying, 

 

“The consensus of the Tabi’een is to follow what the Sahabah (ra) 

said, collectively or individually and to follow their own sayings, 

fataawa (religious edicts) and their own actions, without ever to 

reject one of them.55” 

 

Imaam Shaatibi in his book Kitaab Al-Muwafaqaat has emphasised 

this point of not even rejecting the opinion of a single Sahabi further, 

when he said, 

 

“The Salaf and those who come after from the Khalaf (i.e. Tabi’een 

and Tabi’ Tabi’een) used to be fearful if they differed with a single 

                                                                        
53 Al-Madkhal ala Sunnan Al-Kubra, pg. 199 
54 Ibid., 
55 Ibid., pg. 66-67 
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Sahabi let alone the Sahabah (ra) as a whole. For this reason you find 

that when the four Imaams followed an opinion in a matter they used 

to strengthen that opinion with either an example from the sayings 

or actions of the Sahabah (ra) or their consensus. (These Ulema) used 

to elevate their sayings and look down on anyone who differed with 

them.56” 

 

The Khaleefah Omar Bin Abdul Aziz (ra), often referred to as the al-

Khaleefah as-Saalih (the pious Khaleef) sent a letter to one of his 

governors in al-Basra. Within it he said, 

 

“I give you my will (i.e. my final advice to you). Fear Allah (swt) and 

follow his commandment and follow the Sunnah of the Messenger 

Muhammad (saw). Abandon all of the innovators and what they 

innovate. For indeed it is enough what he (saw) left for us, and be aware 

that no man innovates a Bida’ah (an innovation) except that he forwards 

something else instead of it. Hold fast to the Sunnah and that will be 

protection for you. Those who lay down the Sunnan know all that differs 

with it and those who were before us As-Saabiqoun (the Sahabah) 

understood the Sunnan properly and that is sufficient for us. They (the 

Sahabah) were the best to ask about and research the deen, however, they 

did not exaggerate in asking about too many matters. Cease where the 

Sahabah (ra) ceased and held on to. Say what they said and be silent over 

what they were silent about. They took their stand with full knowledge 

and following deep study of the topic. They are more worthy and better to 

study the Haqq (truth). The Messenger Muhammad (saw) laid down the 

Sunnan for the governors after him, follow that Sunnan for it confirms 

your belief in the book of Allah (swt) and strengthens your deen. Do not 

bother with anyone who differs with it. Whoever follows the Messenger 

Muhammad (saw)’s Sunnah and the Sunnah of those who come after, are 

guided and will be helped, and whoever differs and follows different to the 

                                                                        
56 as-Shaatibi, Kitaab Al-Muwafaqaat, Vol. 4 pg. 77 
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path of his Companions, Allah (swt) will leave him to deviate and He 

(swt) will reserve for him Jahannam (Hellfire).57” 

                                                                        
57 Sharh Usul Ul-Itiqaad, Vol. 1 pg. 94 
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C H A P T E R    5 

 

 

 

What the Ulema of the Salaf say in 

Relation to Qowl us-Sahabi  
 

We have seen what the Sahabah and the Tabi’een said regarding the 

sayings of the Sahabah and its status in Shari’ah and as a source of 

evidence for the Deen. We would now like to present what the 

Scholars of the Salaf said about such a principal to refute the claims of 

the Madhabiyoon (people who stick rigidly to one madhab even if 

evidence contradicts their stance) and those who hold onto the 

deviated ‘Aqeedah of the Asharis and Maaturidis. 

 

Imaam Abu Haneefah 

It has been reported from Imaam Al-Saymari in his book, “Akhbaar 

Abu Haneefah wa Ashaabu” that Imaam Abu Haneefah said,  
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“I will follow the Qur’an (firstly) if I find the evidence and if I am 

unable to find it in the Qur’an I will take go to the Sunnah of the 

Messenger Muhammad (saw) which has been transmitted amongst 

the trustworthy from the trustworthy. If I did not find it in the book 

or Allah (swt) or in the Sunnah of the Messenger Muhammad (saw) 

I will take the opinion of any one of them (Sahabah) and leave the 

opinion of anyone else amongst them. (And) I will not depart from 

their sayings to anyone who followed after them. If the matter 

reached Ibraheem and Al-Shu’bi al-Hassan, Ibn Sireen, Saeed Bin 

Jubayr or Sa’eed Bin Musayyab, I have the right to make Ijtihad in 

the same way they did.58” 

 

From the above saying of Imaam Abu Haneefah we can understand 

that the order of evidence he will take to derive hukm (judgement) is 

firstly from the Qur’an, then from the Sunnah of the Messenger 

Muhammad (saw) and then from the opinions of the Sahabah. If he 

was unable to locate it from amongst these, then he will proceed to 

make Ijtihaad (expending effort by the Scholar / Jurist to arrive at a 

Sharee’ah ruling).  

 

It has also been reported by Imaam Shaybaani in his book, “Sharh Adab 

Al-Qadhi” that Imaam Abu Haneefah said, 

 

“Whatever reached me that the Sahabi said I will make Taqleed 

(following) for it, imitate it, and I do not permit (doing) this for 

anyone else.59” 

 

In the book,“Zammul Kalaami Wa Ahli” it is reported that Imaam Abu 

Haneefah said, 

 

                                                                        
58 Saymari, Akhbaar Abu Haneefah wa Ashaabu, pg. 10 
59 Shaybaani, Sharh Adab Al-Qadhi, Vol. 1 pg. 185-187 
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“Follow the Athar (evidence) and the methodology of the Salaf and be 

careful of any new invention, it is innovation… If one of the Imaams 

of the Tabi’een gave a fatwa during the time of the Sahabah and (it 

was known that) he competed with them in the Fataawa and the 

Sahabah permitted his Ijtihaad, I will accept it (the fataawa) and I 

will make Taqleed to them; such as (the Imaams) Shurayh Al-

Qaadhi, Al-Hassan, Masrouq Ibn Ajda and Alqama.60” 

 

Hence we can understand that Imaam Abu Haneefah would accept 

the sayings of great Tabi’een as long as their opinions and fataawa 

(religions verdicts) were acceptable by the Sahabah. This opinion is 

also held by Imaam Abu Yusuf who is quoted as saying that he heard 

Imaam Abu Haneefah say, 

 

“If a hadith is narrated from the Messenger Muhammad (saw) from 

trustworthy narrators we will take it; if the sayings comes from his 

(saw) Companions we will not leave them to go to anyone else’s 

sayings; (however) if (the sayings are) from the Tabi’een we will 

debate and even compete with them.61” 

 

Here Imaam Abu Haneefah’s opinion of Qowl us-Sahabi is more 

explicit. If a saying or opinion is reported from them, then he would 

follow it. However, if an opinion is propagated by a Tabi’een (those 

who followed the Sahabah) then he reserved the right to make his own 

Ijtihaad in the matter i.e. it is not obligatory upon him to follow. This is 

since Imaam Abu Haneefah is regarded by most Ulema as being from 

the generation that came directly after the Sahabah i.e. he was a Tabi’. 

 

It has been reported by Muhammad Ibn Hamdan, in his commentary 

on “Tareekh ul-Baghdaad” about Imaam Abu Haneefah that, 
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61 Saymari, Akhbaar Abu Haneefah wa Ashaabu, pg. 11-12 
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“If Abu Haneefah had a Saheeh hadith (hadith with correct chain of 

narrators) for a topic he would follow it and if he had a saying of a 

Sahabi he would follow it and if it were a saying of a great Tabi’ 

(those that followed the Sahabah) he would take it; otherwise he 

would do Qiyaas (Juristic analogy) and he was the best in that.62” 

It has been reported in the book, “I’laam Al-Muwaqi’een” from Ibn 

Mubaarak, that he heard Imaam Abu Haneefah say, 

 

“If the saying came from the Messenger Muhammad (saw) it is over 

our heads and from our eyes (i.e. we listen and obey); if the saying 

came from the Sahabah we choose from amongst them the first 

believers and the highest (in rank) among them (above the others) 

and if it (the report) came from the Tabi’een I will compete with it.63” 

 

What is clear from the above quotations of Imaam Abu Haneefah is 

that he did consider the Qowl us-Sahabi as Hujjah in the deen, and in 

fact held it, in his eyes at a higher level compared with Qiyaas (juristic 

analogy). In fact even in the Fiqh of Imaam Abu Haneefah, we see how 

he used to accept the sayings of the Sahabah as evidence. It is reported 

by Imaam Saymuri that Imaam Abu Haneefah said, 

 

“Whoever leaves the Seerah (sayings and actions) of Ali Bin Abi 

Taalib in relation to the Khawaarij is a failure.64” 

 

And also that Imaam Abu Haneefah said, 

 

“For the last 40 years I never held onto 4,000 Dirhams, (for) I used 

to give everything (away). However, now I hold onto 4,000 Dirhams 

                                                                        
62 Muhammad Ibn Hamdan, Commentary on Tareekh ul-Baghdaad, Vol. 13 pg. 339-340 
63 Ibn Qayyim, I’laam Al-Muwaqi’een, Vol. 4 pg. 123 
64 Saymari, Akhbaar Abu Haneefah wa Ashaabu, pg. 13 
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because Ali (ra) said, ‘Whatever is less than 4,000 (dirhams) is 

nafaqah (expenses).65’” 

 

 

Imaam Maalik 

With regards to Imaam Maalik, his views regarding Qowl us-Sahabi as 

evidence in the deen are well known. In fact, it is established that he 

would accept the opinions and actions of the Sahabah as evidence 

above and beyond even Qiyaas (juristic analogy). It is reported by 

Imaam Ibn Qayyim in the book“I’laam Al-Muwaqi’een” that, 

 

“The opinion of Imaam Maalik is that the sayings and actions of the 

Sahabah is a juristic reference.66” 

 

Imaam Ibn Qayyim also mentions in the same book,  

 

“Imaam Maalik went further; he used to take Hadith Mursal and if 

any poet reported that a Sahabi or Tabi’ from Madinah said (such 

and such) above Qiyaas (analogy).67” 

 

Imaam Shaatibi (a well known Maaliki scholar) is recorded in his 

book, “Al-Muwafaqaat” as saying regarding Imaam Maalik and the 

issue of Qowl us-Sahabi,  

 

“Imaam Maalik exaggerated in taking the Sahabah as examples and 

their own lives as Qibla (the thing you target all the time). From 

those who followed the Sahabah, follow their guidance or takes their 

Sunnah, he (Imaam Maalik) will make them an example for the 

others. Those who were living with Imaam Maalik and his students 

                                                                        
65 Ibid., pg. 51 
66 Ibn Qayyim, I’laam Al-Muwaqi’een, Vol. 4 pg. 120 
67 Ibid., Vol. 1 pg. 33 
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used to follow his sayings, consent and actions because he used to 

follow those that Allah (swt) praised and made them examples.68” 

 

A well known Maaliki Jurist, Imaam Hassan bin Muhammad al-

Maaliki is recorded in his book, “Al-Jawahi Al-Thameena Fee Bayani 

Adilatti Aaalim ul Madina” as saying, 

 

“What is well known about Imaam Maalik, without (any) dispute 

from his companions, their own companions and those who followed 

them, that the sayings and the actions of the Sahabah are a juristic 

reference.69” 

 

Imaam Shaafi’i 

It has been claimed by some followers of Sheikh Taqiudeen as-Subki 

(d.756) that Imaam Shaafi’i did not take Qowl us-Sahabi as evidence in 

the deen. They claim that when Imaam Shaafi’i made his well known 

trip to Egypt, wherein he met new Ulema and reassessed much of his 

Fiqh, he changed his stance on this matter. In order to clarify this and 

other accusations levelled against Imaam Shaafi’i, we will present 

comprehensively, the view of Imaam Shaafi’i on the matter of the 

sayings of the Sahabah. 

 

It is reported by Imaam Shaafi’i in his book Kitaab ul-Umm that he 

said, 

 

“Whatever is mentioned in the Qur’an and the Sunnah leaves no 

excuse for anyone who hears it but to follow it. If such a matter is not 

mentioned within them we (then) go to the sayings of the 

Companions of the Messenger Muhammad (saw) even (to a single) 

one from amongst them. We follow the sayings of the four Khulafaah; 

                                                                        
68 ash-Shaatibi, Al-Muwafaqaat, Vol. 4. pg. 30 
69 Hassan Bin Muhammad al-Maliki, Al-Jawahir al-Thameena Fee Bayani Adilat Aalim ul 

Madina, pg. 215 
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we imitate them and we do not question for this is dearer to us if we 

don’t find any sign of disagreement among the four. If they differ, we 

take whoever is nearest to the Qur’an and Sunnah and who was the 

first to embrace Islaam. If we do not find it among the Sahabah, we 

seek the ‘Ilm from those who used to follow the Attba of them i.e. the 

Tabi’een.  

 

“The ‘Ilm is five levels: (i) Kitaab (Qur’an) and Sunnah which has 

been confirmed (ii) Ijmaa as-Sahabah about things never mentioned 

in the Qur’an and the Sunnah (iii) If some of the Sahabah or (even) 

one of them said something and we do not know of anyone who 

disagrees with it, then it is ‘Ilm (knowledge about the deen) and we 

take it (iv) If the companions disagree, we will take the one who is the 

higher level (i.e. entered Islaam first) (v) The analogy on the Qur’an 

and the Sunnah.70” 

 

It has been recorded in Imaam Zirkashi’s “Ilm ul-Tabaqaat” and Imaam 

Bayhaqi’s “Introduction to the Sunnan” that Imaam Shaafi’i said,  

 

“The Sahabah are above us in any ‘Ilm (knowledge) or Ijtihad 

(Juristic opinion) or Wara’ (excessive love to Allah) or ‘Aql (usage of 

mind) or Hikma (wisdom) and their opinion for us is better and 

greater than (any of) our opinions. If it reaches to us through whom 

we accept his sayings or it is transmitted to us that in so-and-so city 

there are sayings of those who follow the Sahabah, whether their own 

(i.e. Sahabah) sayings or the sayings of one of them (those who follow 

the Sahabah) we will take what the people in that village say and we 

will not go to another saying.71” 

 

Imaam Bayhaqi in his “Introduction to the Sunnan” continues, 

 

                                                                        
70 ash-Shaafi’i, Kitaab ul-Umm, Vol. 7 pg. 265 
71 Zirkashi, Ilm ul-Tabaqaat, Vol 6 and Bayhaqi, Introduction to the Sunnan, pg. 109-110 
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“In the above reference Imaam Shaafi’i said, ‘If you do not have an 

evidence from the Qur’an and Sunnah, (then one will) go to the 

sayings of Abu Bakr then Umar then Uthmaan and then Ali (ra). 

Their sayings are dearer to me then anyone else’s sayings; then we go 

to the sayings of the other Sahabah because they are people of 

knowledge and the examples for us to follow. If they differ on a 

matter we will follow the sayings which are accompanied with 

evidences, whether that is a saying of the higher Sahabah or those 

who are the first among the believers. However, if they differ without 

evidence we will look to their (individual) virtues and if the opinions 

are equal among similar Sahabi we will look at the best of the sayings 

in terms of how the narration reaches us. If we find Muftis (Scholars 

who give fataawa) from our own time or before having consensus 

about a matter we will follow them. The way the reports of the ‘Ilm 

reach is from four, (i) Qur’an (ii) Sunnah (iii) Sahabi saying (iv) 

consensus of the Ulema. If a situation occurs and I did not find the 

answer in the above four, at that time I have no choice but to make 

Ijtihad and extract my opinion.72’” 

 

As for those who maintain that Imaam Shaafi’i recanted his opinion on 

taking Qowl us-Sahabi as evidence for the deen when he travelled to 

Egypt we quote Imaam Ibn Qayyim who mentions in his book “Ilaam 

ul-Muwaqieen,”  

 

“I testify that Imaam Shaafi’i never changed his old views (regarding 

Qowl us-Sahabi) or his sayings when he transferred to his new Fiqh 

in Egypt, rather they remained the same. As for his Fiqh of the past 

all his students have similar sayings regarding it. However for these 

new accusations (that Imaam Shaafi’i no longer accepted Qowl us-

Sahabi), some people say otherwise but these have no importance 

since what Imaam Shaafi’i stood for was so explicit, and there is not a 

single letter stating when Imaam Shaafi’i changed (his opinion) on 

                                                                        
72 Bayhaqi, Introduction to the Sunnan, pg. 111-112 
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the sayings of the Sahabah not being evidence. All that happened was 

that he (Imaam Shaafi’i) used to report some sayings of the Sahabah, 

later on he differed with them since he found sayings of Sahabah 

greater in stature than those he followed before. Indeed, if a Mujtahid 

finds stronger evidence in a matter or a stronger argument in a 

maslaha (specific issue) it is an honour to change to the newer 

(stronger) one in order to draw closer to Allah (swt) and to purify 

their Zimmah (i.e. their own neck).73” 

 

Imaam Ahmed Bin Hanbal 

Perhaps the most famous of the four A’immat ul-Ahl Sunnah Wal 

Jama’ah in taking Qowl us-Sahabi as evidence in the deen, Imaam 

Ahmed used to term the authentic reports of the sayings of the 

Sahabah as Sunnatul Sahabah and would take them as the second 

source of Shari’ah.  

 

It has been reported in the book, “Usul Madhab Imaam Ahmed” that 

Ishaaq Bin Ibraheem Bin Haani asked Imaam Ahmed,  

 

“I asked Abu Abdullah, ‘Which one is more preferable to you, a 

hadith attributed to the Messenger Muhammad (saw) by a 

trustworthy Tabi’ (i.e. hadith mursal) or a hadith attributed to a 

Sahabi by a sound chain that the Sahabi said (i.e. hadith mawqouf).’ 

He said, ‘If the hadith is connected to the Sahabi it is dearer to me.74”  

 

In his book Kitaab as-Sunnah, Imaam Ahmed has said, 

 

“The love to the Sahabah is Sunnah and to make du’a (petition to 

Allah) for them is an act of worship and to follow them is waseela 

(only path) and to follow their sayings is virtue.75” 

                                                                        
73 Ibn Qayyim, I’laam Al-Muwaqi’een, Vol. 4 pg. 122 
74 Usul Madhab Imam Ahmed, pg. 435-436 
75 Ahmed ibn Hanbal, Kitaab as-Sunnah, pg. 78 
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In Qaadi Abu Yala’s book, “Tabaqaat Al-Hanabila” it is reported that Al-

Abdous Ibn Malik Al-Ataar said, 

 

“I heard Abi Abdillah Ahmed Bin Hanbal say that the foundations of 

the Sunnah for us are as follows, (i) to hold to what the Sahabah of 

the Messenger Muhammad (saw) used to follow and to follow them, 

(ii) to leave the innovation because every innovation is deviation, (iii) 

not to talk about the disputes of the Sahabah and (iv) not to sit with 

the people of hawa and (v) not to argue or discuss matters known by 

necessity in Islaam even if you are right.76” 

 

The Salaf on Qowl us-Sahabi 

From the above quotations presented from the books of the Salaf us-

Saalih, we can see how the topic of Qowl us-Sahabi was taken as 

evidence in the deen by all the four A’immat ul-Madhaahib. In fact 

Imaam Ibn Qayyim has been quoted in Ilaam ul-Muwaqi’een as 

saying, 

 

“The Imaams of Islaam all accept the sayings of the Sahabi (in deen) 

and no one departs from this except the Raafidhah (so-called Shi’ites), 

the Sufis and people of rational desires.77” 

 

In addition, the Ulema of the Salaf have provided clear guidelines on 

how to use the principal of Qowl us-Sahabi, as Imaam Shaatibi has 

mentioned in his book Al-Muwafaqaat, 

 

“Therefore the sayings of the Sahabah will be one of three: either (i) 

what he said will be famous and the Companions agreed upon it, or 

(ii) what he said was famous but other Sahabah differed about it (iii) 

or what he said was not famous but another Sahabi said something 
                                                                        

76 Qaadi Abu Ya’la, Tabaqaat Al-Hanabila, Vol. 1 pg. 212 
77 Ibn Qayyim, I’laam Al-Muwaqi’een, Vol. 4 pg. 123 
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which indicated that he agreed or disagreed; this last category is the 

area of dispute (amongst the Jurists). What has been agreed upon by 

the ‘Ulema of hadith, the four Imaams and the majority of their 

students is that the sayings of the Sahabah is Hujjah.78” 

 

Having now established the fact that Qowl us-Sahabi is a valid 

principle in the Islamic Shari’ah based upon evidences from the 

Qur’an, the Sunnah and agreed upon by the Sahabah, the four 

a’immah and much of their students, we will now look to those who 

reject the principle and their arguments as to why they do so. 

 

 

                                                                        
78 ash-Shaatibi, Al-Muwafaqaat, Vol. 4. pgs. 4 & 7 
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C H A P T E R    6 

 

 

 

Some Sayings of the Ulema of  

the Khalaf and their Arguments  

Against Qowl us-Sahabi  
 

Despite the clarity of the evidences presented from the ayaat of the 

Qur’an through to the sayings of the Messenger Muhammad (saw), as 

well as the sayings of the Salaf, we still find people, most of whom 

hailing after the first three generations, claiming that we are not 

allowed to follow the sayings of the Sahabah in the deen, and that 

their understanding of the Islamic texts is not Hujjah (evidence, 

guidance) for us. Those who carry this understanding are generally 

divided into four factions. 

 

1. Those that say the Sayings of the Sahabah is not evidence at all   
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Those that hold to this opinion forward that the Qur’an and the 

Sunnah are sufficient for us. They say that the sayings and actions of 

the Sahabah are not evidence for us, nor their understanding or 

interpretation of the Islamic texts. They hold that the opinions of the 

Sahabah or an individual Sahabi is their own personal opinion and 

ijtihaad and consequently is not binding upon us. Consequently, they 

do not refer to any of the Sahabah’s sayings or opinions to understand 

the Quranic ayaat, instead using their own limited minds and 

understandings to arrive at their verdicts. 

 

The people who attribute themselves to this opinion include the 

Ashaaira (those that claim to follow Imaam Abul Hasan al-Ashaari, 

the Usuliyeen, the Mu’tazilah and the Mutakalimeen (people of 

opinion). To understand the Ashaaira position please refer to Aamidi’s 

Kitaab ul-Ihkaam, Vol. 4 pg. 130, Zarkahsi’s Al-Burhan, Vol 2 pg. 1358, 

for the opinion of the Usuliyeen and the Mutakalimeen refer to Imaam 

Ghazaali’s Mustafah Fil Ilm ul-Usul, Aamidi’s Al-Ihkaam, Vol. 4 pg. 120, 

Imaam Raazi’s Al-Mahsoul, Vol. 2 pg. 562. For the Mu’tazilahs opinion 

please refer to Imaam Tufi’s Sharh Al-Rawda Vol. 12 and Zarkashi’s 

Bahr Al-Muheet, Vol. 6 pg. 54 

 

2. Those that hold that the sayings of the Sahabah are not evidence 

except if we cannot reach the Understanding of the Divine Text even 

by Qiyaas 

This opinion is similar to the above in that the Sahabah’s opinion or 

actions is not referred to at all, except if one cannot understand the 

Islamic texts even through using Qiyaas. Therefore, in these 

circumstances one can interpret the texts as one sees fit without 

referring to the Understanding of the Sahabah; however only when 

one falls into difficulty then one would check what the Sahabah said 

about the matter. 
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This opinion was held by Imaam Al-Khirki and Abu Zaid ad-Dabousi. 

For further details please check Abdul Aziz al-Bukhaari’s, Kashful 

Asrar Vol. 3 pg. 217. 

 

 

3. Those that hold that the sayings of the Sahabah are not authentic 

except if they differ with our Qiyaas 

Those that hold onto this opinion forward that one is able to look to 

the Divine texts without the sayings of the Sahabah. However, if our 

own understanding, through applying Qiyaas differs with the 

Sahabah’s then we would outweigh the Sahabah’s saying over our 

own. 

 

The Ulema who followed this opinion were Imaam Ibn Burhan ud-

Deen As-Shaafi, Imaam al-Ghazaali and some of the Hanafi Maslak. 

Please refer to Ghazaali’s Kitaab ul-Mankhool pg. 474 and ad-Dabousi’s 

Qawaati Al-Adillah Vol. 3 pg. 217.  

 

4. That a Sahabi’s saying is not evidence except if he is a man of 

fatwa 

The last saying suggests that the Sahabah’s saying is not accepted in 

the Deen, except if the Sahabi was known as a man of Fatwa (i.e. 

people go to him to get opinions and verdicts). The Ulema differ as to 

who the Mufti were amongst the Sahabi. Broadly speaking they 

forward the following names; Omar bin Al-Khattaab (ra), Imaam Ali 

(ra), Ubayy Ibn Kaab (ra), Zaid Ibn Thaabit (ra), Abdullah Ibn Masoud 

(ra) and Abdullah Ibn Abbas (ra). Others suggest that Abdullah Ibn 

Omar (ra), Zaid Ibn Saeed (ra) and Abu Musa Al-Ashari’ should be 

included amongst them. 

 

This opinion is mentioned by Abdul Aziz Al-Bukhari in his Kashful 

Asrar. 
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The Arguments Against of the Sayings of the Sahabah  

Before we speak about the arguments of those who do not accept the 

sayings of the Sahabah as evidence, we need to understand the reality 

of the sayings of the Sahabah. When a Sahabah speaks in matters 

relating to the deen, we understand his statement to be one of the 

following; Firstly, he may have heard it directly from the Messenger 

Muhammad (saw) and was simply relating it without attributing it to 

the Prophet (saw). Secondly, he may have heard it from another 

Sahabi (one of those who gave fataawa or otherwise) who in turn 

heard it directly from the Prophet (saw). Thirdly, his opinion is his 

own Ijtihaad of the Qur’an and Sunnah, bearing in mind his own 

knowledge and proximity to the Prophet (saw) and his Companions. 

Fourthly, it was a saying that was agreed upon by all the Sahabah, 

however, we did not receive the saying or opinion except through a 

single Sahabi. Lastly, the Sahabi’s sayings could have been a 

misunderstanding of what the Prophet (saw) or another Sahabi said. 

 

First Doubt 

The first doubt, those who do not wish to follow the understanding of 

the Sahabah forward is that the individual Sahabi could have been 

mistaken either in his understanding of what the Prophet (saw) said, 

or in what he heard from the Prophet or his Companions. 

Consequently, if we are to take the sayings or actions of this Sahabi 

then we would not be following the correct way or the correct 

understanding.  

 

In order to refute this, we simply need to return to the reality of the 

sayings of the Sahabi. As we mentioned previously, the Sahabi’s 

sayings or actions will be one of five, the last of which could be a 

mistaken understanding. Therefore, there is a four in five possibility 

that the saying of this Sahabi is correct as opposed to the one in five 
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chance of the Sahabi being mistaken. The second point is that Allah 

(swt) has said, 

 

���/X�D#��� �*�� 9#!�'#$ #4.K9�2�� #0.�9#_#! ����#! 9#!�'���/X�D#��� �*�� 9#!�'#$ #4.K9�2�� #0.�9#_#! ����#! 9#!�'���/X�D#��� �*�� 9#!�'#$ #4.K9�2�� #0.�9#_#! ����#! 9#!�'���/X�D#��� �*�� 9#!�'#$ #4.K9�2�� #0.�9#_#! ����#! 9#!�'    
“Indeed, We (swt) have without doubt sent down the Zikr (the 

 Qur’an) and surely We will guarantee it (from any 

corruption).79” 

 

The protection that Allah (swt) has afforded the Qur’an is unrestricted 

in all forms and methods. Consequently, Allah (swt) not only 

protected the Qur’anic text from being corrupted, but also protected 

the understanding of the Qur’an. This was via the hands of the sincere 

Ulema from the Salaf who worked tirelessly in maintaining and 

verifying the sayings of both the Prophet (saw) and those of his 

Companions. The last point to mention is that such a doubt shows 

one’s ignorance of the methodology of Ahl Sunnah wal-Jama’ah in 

relation to dealing with the sayings of the Sahabi. One does not take 

the saying of a single Sahabi in isolation to the sayings of all the other 

Sahabah on the same matter. If the Sahabah differ in a matter, we will 

outweigh the difference between them by the one who has the 

stronger evidence and then we will look to which one amongst them 

was the earlier believer or who was afforded a higher level, as 

mentioned by the Messenger Muhammad (saw). For example, we will 

favour Abu Bakr (ra) over Uthmaan (ra) if they differ over the same 

ayah. As Imaam Shaafi’i has said in Imaam Haazim’s Kitaab ul-Ihkaam, 

 

“It is known amongst those Ulema who came before us and from 

those amongst us that the sayings of the Sahabah is Hujjah (in the 

deen). If the Sahabah (ra) differed amongst two then it is not allowed 

to take a third opinion from any other. If they have consensus you 

                                                                        
79 Al-Qur’an – Surah Al-Hijr, 15: 9 
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cannot differ (with them) and if they have two (differing) opinions 

(on a matter) you cannot go to a third; we will follow the one with a 

higher status among them.80” 

  

In addition, if there appears to be an apparent contradiction between 

the saying of a Sahabi and what is established by the Qur’an and 

Sunnah, if all the Sahabah agreed upon this, then it will become Ijma’a 

as-Sahabah and will be accepted as Hujjah. If however, the saying of a 

single Sahabi is isolated, and other Sahabah have different opinions, 

then the matter will be investigated as mentioned above i.e. comparing 

the evidences, and also the status of the Sahabi’s. Naturally, it is better 

to take the sayings of a Sahabi who has been given a special fadl by 

both Allah (swt) and His (swt)’s Prophet (saw) on a particular matter 

than taking the sayings and opinions of the Khalaf (people who came 

after) who do not even have any reliable references from the people, 

let alone any mention of fadl from Allah (swt) or His Prophet (saw). 

 

By following and sticking rigidly to the understanding of the people 

who were present at the time of the Revelation i.e. that of the Sahabah, 

one is reviving the true understanding and practice of the Islamic 

texts. This is because those who came after the praised three 

generations began to distort the Islamic teachings and practices, 

diverting it away from the understand of the Sahabah (ra), claiming 

that their own understandings were better and closer to the ‘spirit’ of 

Islaam.  

 

Second Doubt 

Some of the Ulema of the Usooliyoon, who reject the sayings of 

Sahabah as evidence in the deen, say that the reason for this is because 

Allah (swt) did not order the Muslims to follow them, but simply to 

                                                                        
80 Ibn Hazm, Kitaab ul-Ihkaam, Vol. 4 pg. 561. It can also be found in Zarkashi, Kitaab Al-

Burhaan, Vol. 1 pg. 706 and Abul Khataab, Kitaab ul-Tamheed, Vol. 3 pg. 310  
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follow the Qur’an and the sayings of the Prophet (saw) i.e. the Sunnah. 

They charge that the Ayaat that mention the Sahabah and for us to 

follow them, simply indicate that we should follow only the Qur’an 

and the ahadith that they mention and not to follow their own sayings 

and actions, as this is their own personal ijtihaad.  

 

This doubt can be easily refuted by simply reiterating what Allah (swt) 

has said about the Sahabah in the Qur’an; 

 

 S�#����T�� ������?#J9#)� #���29���#$ �8#��!U�#$ #���4�B#3��.�� #��� ���/�9#$U� ���/+��9#���#$ S�#����T�� ������?#J9#)� #���29���#$ �8#��!U�#$ #���4�B#3��.�� #��� ���/�9#$U� ���/+��9#���#$ S�#����T�� ������?#J9#)� #���29���#$ �8#��!U�#$ #���4�B#3��.�� #��� ���/�9#$U� ���/+��9#���#$ S�#����T�� ������?#J9#)� #���29���#$ �8#��!U�#$ #���4�B#3��.�� #��� ���/�9#$U� ���/+��9#���#$    

 �*�0#= ���F#8#$ ���3�0#= �*9���� #C�F#8 �*�0#= ���F#8#$ ���3�0#= �*9���� #C�F#8 �*�0#= ���F#8#$ ���3�0#= �*9���� #C�F#8 �*�0#= ���F#8#$ ���3�0#= �*9���� #C�F#8    
“And the first to embrace Islaam of the Muhajiroun and the 

Ansaar and those who followed them on the right path (in 

both the ‘Aqeedah and the Shariah). Allah is well-pleased 

with them as they are well-pleased with Him...81” 

 

In the above ayah, Allah (swt) speaks of His Ridhwaan (Pleasure) with 

the Sahabah, those both of the Muhaajireen who were the first 

Believers and the Ansaar who entered Islaam later. Allah (swt) then 

mentions another people who He (swt) is pleased with, and that is 

those who came after the Sahabah; however, the condition of His (swt) 

Pleasure with them is that they make itiba’a i.e. follow the first 

generation.  

 

Al-Itiba’a is an Arabic word derived from the verb root taba’a which 

means to follow. The one who follows is needy of the one he is 

following and is termed mutabi’. In Arabic usage, when the word 

itiba’a is used, it means to follow in all matters unless there is evidence 

to restrict. This is more so in the above ayah, since Allah (swt) has 

                                                                        
81 Al-Qur’an – Surah At-Tawba, 9: 100 
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made ta’leeq about the Sahabah without restriction i.e. Allah (swt) is 

pleased with them in all matters, in all situations. The restriction in 

Allah’s (swt) Pleasure is only with those who came after the Sahabah, 

and is limited to those who make itiba’a of them. As Allah (swt) does 

not make mention on what the Muslims proceeding the Sahabah 

should follow and there is no evidence to restrict their following to 

either just in ‘Aqeedah (belief) matters or in Fiqh (jurisprudence for 

every day life), we must take the meaning of the itiba’a to be general 

i.e. it is an obligation to follow them in both the ‘Aqaid and the Fiqh 

matters. In summary this means that if one wishes to gain the Pleasure 

of Allah (swt) and success of the Hereafter through inheriting the 

Janaat (paradise), one must follow the Sahabah; their actions, sayings, 

understanding and consent in all matters. Consequently, the Muslims 

of the second and third generations of the three praised generations 

are followed by the Muslims because they themselves came upon the 

path of the Sahabah and followed them in all their goodness.   

 

We ask those who restrict the word itiba’a to explain to us how they 

understand the following ayah, 

 

 �*9����#$ ��/;#���!/O ��/;�� �4�:�I#�#$ �*9���� ��/;�J�J���� C�!��?�J9#)�D #*9���� ���9�J���) ��� �0/K .��' .�/� �*9����#$ ��/;#���!/O ��/;�� �4�:�I#�#$ �*9���� ��/;�J�J���� C�!��?�J9#)�D #*9���� ���9�J���) ��� �0/K .��' .�/� �*9����#$ ��/;#���!/O ��/;�� �4�:�I#�#$ �*9���� ��/;�J�J���� C�!��?�J9#)�D #*9���� ���9�J���) ��� �0/K .��' .�/� �*9����#$ ��/;#���!/O ��/;�� �4�:�I#�#$ �*9���� ��/;�J�J���� C�!��?�J9#)�D #*9���� ���9�J���) ��� �0/K .��' .�/�
A�5��#8 A8�/:�cA�5��#8 A8�/:�cA�5��#8 A8�/:�cA�5��#8 A8�/:�c 

“Say (O Muhammad (saw)); ‘If you (really) love Allah then 

follow me, Allah (swt) will then love you and forgive you of 

your sins. And Allah is oft-forgiving, Most Merciful.82’” 

 

The usage of the word itiba’a or following is again unrestricted and 

therefore all Islamic sects profess that it is obligatory on the Muslim to 

follow the sayings, actions and consent of the Prophet (saw). Why then 

                                                                        
82 Al-Qur’an – Surah ale-Imraan, 3: 31 
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is a distinction made when Allah (swt), likewise, orders the Believers 

to follow the Companions of the Prophet (saw)?  How can one claim to 

be following the Companions, when they reject the Sahabah’s 

understanding, actions or even statements? What or whom are we 

actually following, if we believe our own ijtihaad is better than that of 

the Sahabah? 

In fact, Allah (swt) reinforces His order to follow the belief of the 

Prophet (saw) and those that were with him (saw), when He (swt) 

says; 

 

hhhh Sa�+�> C�D ���� #�(!�T�D .���%�#�#) ��'($ .�$#�# ��� ���+�D �*�� �� 0#�1 #� ��.M���� .���0#�1 .��' Sa�+�> C�D ���� #�(!�T�D .���%�#�#) ��'($ .�$#�# ��� ���+�D �*�� �� 0#�1 #� ��.M���� .���0#�1 .��' Sa�+�> C�D ���� #�(!�T�D .���%�#�#) ��'($ .�$#�# ��� ���+�D �*�� �� 0#�1 #� ��.M���� .���0#�1 .��' Sa�+�> C�D ���� #�(!�T�D .���%�#�#) ��'($ .�$#�# ��� ���+�D �*�� �� 0#�1 #� ��.M���� .���0#�1 .��'
��5��#?.�� �b5��(��� #���#$ �*-��� ���3�;5�:.;#5#��D��5��#?.�� �b5��(��� #���#$ �*-��� ���3�;5�:.;#5#��D��5��#?.�� �b5��(��� #���#$ �*-��� ���3�;5�:.;#5#��D��5��#?.�� �b5��(��� #���#$ �*-��� ���3�;5�:.;#5#��D    

“And if they believe the way you (pl.) believe then they will be 

guided. And if they do not then they are misguided / deviant. 

Allah will deal with them and Allah Sees and Hears all…83” 

 

As we have already mentioned, Ibn Katheer mentions that this means, 

‘If the people believe in what the Messenger and his Companions believe…’ 

Again, this verse is general in its meaning, and therefore means that all 

Muslims have to believe in what the Prophet (saw) and his (saw) 

Companions believed. However, one may argue that we do believe in 

what the Prophet (saw) and the Companions believed since we believe 

in Allah, the Angels, the Books, the Previous Prophets etc. This is an 

incorrect understanding, as the above ayah is quite clear in not simply 

stating that one must believe in what they believed, one must believe 

the same way they believed. This is an important point, since Allah 

(swt) is ordering the Believers to believe in the same articles that they 

believe in, but we must also believe in their understanding of these 

articles of faith, as this is what constitutes the way to belief. 

                                                                        
83 Al-Qur’an – Surah Al-Baqarah, 2: 137 
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Subsequently, if for example the Companions understood the Angels 

in a particular light, for us to believe in the same way they believed, 

we must believe in that Angel, and also we must believe in how they 

understood this Angel to be, whether it seems irrational or defies logic 

or not. To reach the level of believing the way the Prophet (saw) and 

his Companions we must refer to their understanding. 

From this ayah, some may claim that since Allah (swt) has only 

ordered us to believe the way the Prophet (saw) and his Companions 

believed, we must do so, but we can follow our own understanding in 

Fiqh, therefore their understanding in this regard need not be taken. 

Allah (swt) answers this by saying, 

 

��5�J#@ #4�5�c �b�J( #�#$ d#��3.�� �*�� #�(5#J#) #� ���?#� ��� ����@(4�� �,��#[�� �#�#$��5�J#@ #4�5�c �b�J( #�#$ d#��3.�� �*�� #�(5#J#) #� ���?#� ��� ����@(4�� �,��#[�� �#�#$��5�J#@ #4�5�c �b�J( #�#$ d#��3.�� �*�� #�(5#J#) #� ���?#� ��� ����@(4�� �,��#[�� �#�#$��5�J#@ #4�5�c �b�J( #�#$ d#��3.�� �*�� #�(5#J#) #� ���?#� ��� ����@(4�� �,��#[�� �#�#$ #]�0���̂ ��.��  #]�0���̂ ��.��  #]�0���̂ ��.��  #]�0���̂ ��.�� 
�Ee��#� �W7#@#$ #�(0#3#B �*�����!#$ <%�#�#) #� �*f�#��!�Ee��#� �W7#@#$ #�(0#3#B �*�����!#$ <%�#�#) #� �*f�#��!�Ee��#� �W7#@#$ #�(0#3#B �*�����!#$ <%�#�#) #� �*f�#��!�Ee��#� �W7#@#$ #�(0#3#B �*�����!#$ <%�#�#) #� �*f�#��!  

“And whoever contradicts and opposes the Messenger after the 

path has become manifest to him, and follows a path different 

to that of the believers, We shall keep him in the path he has 

chosen and burn him in Hell – what an evil destination.84” 

 

The sabeel (path, way) of the Sahabah is not solely their ‘Aqeedah, nor 

is it solely their Fiqh, it comprises all aspects of themselves, from their 

‘Aqeedah, to their Fiqh, to their understanding of the deen. Allah (swt) 

informs us that if we do not follow the way of the first believers, then 

our abode will be the Hellfire. 

 

Third Doubt 

Another doubt, which some of those who wish not to restrict 

themselves to the sayings and understanding of the Sahabah say, is 

                                                                        
84 Al-Qur’an – Surah an-Nisaa’, 4: 115 - 116 
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that we follow the sayings of the Sahabah but only those who are 

considered as Mufti’s (people of edict) from amongst them. 

 

This last argument, although superficially seems quite acceptable, is 

actually concealing a dangerous notion, that being allowing oneself to 

pick and choose as one pleases from the Sahabah’s sayings. The 

question we can pose to those who propose such a notion is that either 

the sayings, actions and consent of the Sahabah is Hujjah (evidence) for 

matters pertaining to the deen or not. If one accepts that it is Hujjah in 

the deen, in light of the manifest evidences we have presented, then 

one should accept to scrutinise all of the Sahabi’s sayings, actions and 

consent with the methodology of Ahl Sunnah Wal Jama’ah as 

described above e.g. when we get two Sahabi opinions contradicting 

on a single matter etc. There is no room to maneavour and say that I 

only wish to take the sayings of this Sahabi or that Sahabi, since Allah 

(swt) has spoken about following the Sahabah in general. Allah (swt) 

has said,  

 

 C�D #� #���#?�D �L#4#
([�� #\��#) #N#!��?��#J�� .O�' #]�0���̂ ��.�� ��#= �*%��� #C�F#8 ���+�� C�D #� #���#?�D �L#4#
([�� #\��#) #N#!��?��#J�� .O�' #]�0���̂ ��.�� ��#= �*%��� #C�F#8 ���+�� C�D #� #���#?�D �L#4#
([�� #\��#) #N#!��?��#J�� .O�' #]�0���̂ ��.�� ��#= �*%��� #C�F#8 ���+�� C�D #� #���#?�D �L#4#
([�� #\��#) #N#!��?��#J�� .O�' #]�0���̂ ��.�� ��#= �*%��� #C�F#8 ���+��
EJ��4�� E�� �D ���3#��Q�"#$ ���3�5��#= �	#05�;(��� ��#_!�̀�D ���3���/�/�EJ��4�� E�� �D ���3#��Q�"#$ ���3�5��#= �	#05�;(��� ��#_!�̀�D ���3���/�/�EJ��4�� E�� �D ���3#��Q�"#$ ���3�5��#= �	#05�;(��� ��#_!�̀�D ���3���/�/�EJ��4�� E�� �D ���3#��Q�"#$ ���3�5��#= �	#05�;(��� ��#_!�̀�D ���3���/�/�    

“And indeed Allah (swt) is pleased with the Believers who 

pledged allegiance to you under the tree because Allah knows 

what is inside their hearts and He sent tranquillity upon them, 

and he rewarded them with a near victory…85” 

 

Here Allah (swt) has mentioned His Pleasure with all the Sahabah 

who were present during the conducting of the Bay’ah ut-Ridwaan. As 

we have mentioned, the ‘Ulema of the Siyar (biography) state that over 

one thousand four hundred Sahabah were present during the taking of 

                                                                        
85 Al-Qur’an – Surah al-Fath, 48: 18 
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the Bay’ah. Therefore, Allah (swt) is Pleased with those present each 

and every one, both individually and collectively. This is also 

confirmed to us by what the Prophet (saw) has said, 

 

“No one will go to the Fire from those who gave bay’ah (allegiance) 

under the tree.” 

 

If Allah (swt) is Pleased with them, then if we take any one of the 

Sahabah to be our example to follow and to emulate, we are following 

someone Allah (swt) is content with and who He (swt) has guaranteed 

the Janaat (paradises) for. Conversely, are we to follow the opinion of 

one of those of the later generations, whose opinion contradicted with 

the sayings or opinions of one of these Sahabah who conducted the 

bay’ah, whom Allah (swt) was Pleased with, and whom Allah (swt) 

had promised Jannah to during their lifetime? Which one do we really 

think Allah (swt) will want us to follow? Time and time again, Allah 

(swt) has heaped praise and raised the stature of the Sahabah, even 

associating His (swt) Pleasure upon those who followed them. He 

(swt) has said, 

 

 S�#����T�� ������?#J9#)� #���29���#$ �8#��!U�#$ #���4�B#3��.�� #��� ���/�9#$U� ���/+��9#���#$ S�#����T�� ������?#J9#)� #���29���#$ �8#��!U�#$ #���4�B#3��.�� #��� ���/�9#$U� ���/+��9#���#$ S�#����T�� ������?#J9#)� #���29���#$ �8#��!U�#$ #���4�B#3��.�� #��� ���/�9#$U� ���/+��9#���#$ S�#����T�� ������?#J9#)� #���29���#$ �8#��!U�#$ #���4�B#3��.�� #��� ���/�9#$U� ���/+��9#���#$
 �*�0#= ���F#8#$ ���3�0#= �*9���� #C�F#8 �*�0#= ���F#8#$ ���3�0#= �*9���� #C�F#8 �*�0#= ���F#8#$ ���3�0#= �*9���� #C�F#8 �*�0#= ���F#8#$ ���3�0#= �*9���� #C�F#8    

“And the first to embrace Islaam of the Muhajiroun and the 

Ansaar and those who followed them on the right path (in 

both the ‘Aqeedah and the Shariah). Allah is well-pleased 

with them as they are well-pleased with Him...86” 

 

Here Allah (swt) is indicating if we are to follow the Sahabah, then He 

will be pleased with us. In fact the ayah is general, and does not 

mention a particular Sahabah or a specific group of Sahabis, therefore 
                                                                        

86 Al-Qur’an – Surah At-Tawba, 9: 100 
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one can conclude, if one follows the sayings or actions of any one from 

the first to embrace Islaam of the Muhajiroun or the Ansar, then you 

are following a guided people, a people whom the Pleasure of Allah 

(swt) is upon and Insha’Allah you too will be guided. Even the 

Prophet (saw) has associated success and saviour to those who follow 

both himself and his Companions. Abdullah Ibn Amru narrates that 

the Prophet (saw) said, 

 

“‘My Ummah will face what Bani Israel faced step by step, even if 

one of them approached his mother publicly (sexually) there will be 

one of my Ummah will approach his mother. The people of Israel 

divided into 72 sects, my Ummah will divide into 73 sects, all of 

them will be in the hellfire, but one of them will be in paradise.’ We 

asked, ‘Which one is saved?’ The Prophet (saw) said, ‘The one that is 

with (i.e. upon the way of) me and my Companions.87’”  

 

The saved sect or even the saved person is the one who is upon the 

way, the path and the manhaj (methodology) of the Prophet (saw) and 

his Companions. And the failure is the one who follows his own 

sayings, opinions and understanding if it contradicts to either the 

Prophet’s (saw) or his Companions’ sayings and understanding.  

 

Fourth Doubt 

The last doubt those who do not wish to accept the understanding of 

the Sahabah state, is that Islaam was revealed to the Prophet (saw) and 

Allah (swt) has ordered the believers, if they dispute in a matter, to 

return to Allah’s (swt) verdict and the Prophet’s (saw) judgement. In 

other ayaat, Allah (swt) has ordered the Muslims to obey the Prophet 

(saw) and take all that he (saw) has brought us. Therefore they 

conclude, when Allah (swt) requests us to follow the Companions, He 
                                                                        

87 Tirmidhi, Sunan, Hadith no. 2565. Also narrated with the same wording on the 

authority of Abu Salamah and Abu Huraira in Kitaab Al Fitan of Sunan Ibn Majah, 

Hadith no. 3981 
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(swt) is actually requesting us to follow what they carried i.e. the 

Qur’an and the Sunnah and not to follow their own understand or 

opinions on it. 

 

It is important to reiterate for clarification’s sake that we are not 

disputing the fact that the Muslim have to follow the Wahi (Qur’an 

and Sunnah) collectively known as Divine Revelation. The point of 

dispute is whether we should be free to interpret the Qur’anic verses 

or the sayings of the Prophet (saw) ourselves and with our own 

understanding, or whether we should restrict ourselves to following 

the Sahabah’s interpretations  of these texts. 

 

We all are aware how the Sahabah held a unique position in relation to 

their closeness to the Prophet (saw) since they were the witnesses to 

the Revelation. They saw the actual circumstances in which the ayaat 

were revealed, and they were taught the meanings of the Qur’anic 

verses. The Prophet (saw) spent time nurturing them, educating them 

in all fields of Islamic sciences, as he (saw) knew that they would play 

a vital role in the shaping of the Islamic Ummah (nation) once he (saw) 

had passed away. Imaam Shaatibi mentions about the Companions, 

 

“The Sahabah had a uniqueness that no one can share with them; 

they are the ones who accompanied the Messenger Muhammad (saw) 

in his safar (travel) and hadar (residency). They knew his (saw) 

sayings and actions and knew what he liked and disliked and what 

pleased him and upset him. They were able to read his body language 

and his facial expressions and there is no way for this to be said about 

anyone else.88” 

 

In fact one of the very reasons the Prophet (saw) was sent was in 

answer to the du’a (petition) of Ibraheem (as), when he (as) asked, 

                                                                        
88 as-Shaatibi, Kitaab Al-Muwafaqaat, Vol. 4 pg. 74 
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 #i# �;.�� ���3��f�#?��#$ #N�)#�1 ���3�5��#= �/�� #� ���3�0j� k&��@#8 ���35�D .l#?���#$ #0(�#8 #i# �;.�� ���3��f�#?��#$ #N�)#�1 ���3�5��#= �/�� #� ���3�0j� k&��@#8 ���35�D .l#?���#$ #0(�#8 #i# �;.�� ���3��f�#?��#$ #N�)#�1 ���3�5��#= �/�� #� ���3�0j� k&��@#8 ���35�D .l#?���#$ #0(�#8 #i# �;.�� ���3��f�#?��#$ #N�)#�1 ���3�5��#= �/�� #� ���3�0j� k&��@#8 ���35�D .l#?���#$ #0(�#8
.��#$.��#$.��#$.��#$��5�;�m� �_��_#?�� #\!�" #N(!�' ���35fK#_��#$ �	#�.;����5�;�m� �_��_#?�� #\!�" #N(!�' ���35fK#_��#$ �	#�.;����5�;�m� �_��_#?�� #\!�" #N(!�' ���35fK#_��#$ �	#�.;����5�;�m� �_��_#?�� #\!�" #N(!�' ���35fK#_��#$ �	#�.;��  

“O my Lord! Rise up a Messenger from amongst them to recite 

unto them your Verses and to teach them the Qur’an and the 

Hikmah (Sunnah) and to give them Tazkiyyah (to elevate 

them and give them a reference). Indeed you are the Most 

Mighty and Most Wise.” 

 

The above du’a which Ibraheem made, requests Allah (swt) to send a 

Prophet from amongst his offspring that will teach them the Qur’an 

and the Sunnah and who will give testimony that they are the best in 

its understanding and practice. The Sahabah were not simply random 

people who entered into Islaam, but were chosen by Allah (swt) to 

fulfil a particular mission. On the authority of Ibn Abi A’asim, it is 

narrated that the Prophet (saw) said,  

 

“Allah (swt) chose me and chose my Companions, and from them he 

made assistants, supporters and son in laws.89” 

 

As for the obligation to follow the Qur’an and Sunnah only and not to 

take any regard to the Sahabah’s understanding, Allah (swt) says in 

the Qur’an,  

 

 S�#����T�� ������?#J9#)� #���29���#$ �8#��!U�#$ #���4�B#3��.�� #��� ���/�9#$U� ���/+��9#���#$ S�#����T�� ������?#J9#)� #���29���#$ �8#��!U�#$ #���4�B#3��.�� #��� ���/�9#$U� ���/+��9#���#$ S�#����T�� ������?#J9#)� #���29���#$ �8#��!U�#$ #���4�B#3��.�� #��� ���/�9#$U� ���/+��9#���#$ S�#����T�� ������?#J9#)� #���29���#$ �8#��!U�#$ #���4�B#3��.�� #��� ���/�9#$U� ���/+��9#���#$
 �*�0#= ���F#8#$ ���3�0#= �*9���� #C�F#8 �*�0#= ���F#8#$ ���3�0#= �*9���� #C�F#8 �*�0#= ���F#8#$ ���3�0#= �*9���� #C�F#8 �*�0#= ���F#8#$ ���3�0#= �*9���� #C�F#8    

“And the first to embrace Islaam of the Muhajiroun and the 

Ansaar and those who followed them on the right path (in 

                                                                        
89 Baghaawi, Kitaab as-Sunnah, Vol. 2 pg. 483 
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both the ‘Aqeedah and the Shariah). Allah is well-pleased 

with them as they are well-pleased with Him...90” 

 

Allah (swt) states, “Wa alazeena ittibau’hum” which means, “and 

those who follow them.” The word hum ( �����	 ) is a pronoun (ه�) which 

refers to them. Those who contend that Allah (swt) orders the Muslims 

to follow the Qur’an and Sunnah only, argue that this pronoun does 

not refer to the Sahabah, but to what they carried. However, this 

understanding is simply not the case for a number of reasons. Firstly, 

the word hum occurs after Allah (swt) has recounted the names of al-

Muhajireen and al-Ansaar. When a pronoun is positioned after these 

two nouns, it refers to them, consequently, the sentence reads and those 

who follow them, i.e those who follow the Muhajireen and the Ansaar. 

Secondly, the ayah does not read, and those who follow what the 

Muhajireen and Ansaar followed, but rather the point of emphasis is and 

those who followed them i.e. the Sahabah. We know that the Sahabah 

followed the Qur’an and Sunnah, as that was what they agreed to 

when they embraced Islaam. So it becomes quite clear from this ayah 

that Allah (swt) is ordering the Muslims not only to follow what the 

Sahabah brought but also how they followed and comprehended it. 

 

Summary 

We have presented some of the arguments those who do not wish to 

follow the Sahabah’s understanding of the Divine Texts use to defend 

their position. And we have demonstrated how they are based upon 

false premises, unable to stand up to any juristic scrutiny. We have 

also quoted numerous evidences from the Qur’an, the Sunnah, the 

sayings of the best generations (the Salaf), all indicating that following 

the sayings and understanding of the Sahabah is juristic evidence in 

the deen.  

 

                                                                        
90 Al-Qur’an – Surah At-Tawba, 9: 100 
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We ask Allah (swt) to guide us to the pure ‘Aqeedah (beliefs) and to 

make us from the followers of Ahl Al Sunnah Wal Jama’ah and to 

continue upon it. We thank Allah, the Lord of the Universe, for 

bringing us to the correct understanding and manhaj, and for showing 

us the truth as the truth and giving us the hidaayah (guidance) to 

follow it; and that He (swt) showed us the falsehood as falsehood and 

gave us the hidaayah to avoid it. Verily, He (swt) Hears and Responds 

to those who ask Him (swt). 
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[ 

 

A P P E N D I X  1: 

 

 

 

Sources of the Sayings of the Sahabah 

 

A lot of the Muslims are unaware that huge voluminous works have 

been compiled containing the sayings, actions and consent of the 

Companions of the Messenger Muhammad (saw). Such works 

demonstrate the high esteem in which the ‘Ulema of the Salaf viewed 

the Sahabah and how they valued their examples, sayings and actions. 

Collectively, such books are known as Manaaqib us-Sahabah. The nick-

names, biographies, sayings, actions, behaviour, character and lives of 

the Sahabah are found in works ranging from the books of ahadith to 

works solely dedicated about them. We will list some of the works 

wherein the Aqwaal of the Sahabah can be found. 

 

Books of Ahadith 

The Saheeh books of ahadith such as Saheeh Bukhaari and Saheeh 

Muslim all contain Aqwaal us-Sahabah and so too do the four books of 

Sunan namely at-Tirmizhi, Abu Dawood, Ibn Majah and Sunan An-
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Nisa’i. The books of Masaaneed such as Imaam Ahmed and Imaam 

Shafi’i’s works in addition to Sunan ad-Daarimi. Lastly the books of 

Mu’jam, including Mu’jam al-Kabeer and Mu’jam al-Sagheer of Imaam 

Tabarani also contain information about the Sahabah. 

 

Books of History 

In addition to the books of Hadith, many of the books of history 

contain much information pertaining to the lives and actions of the 

Sahabah. Particular noteworthy works include Imaam Ibn Sa’ad’s 

Tabakaat al-Kubra, Tabakaat al-Sahabah for Khaleefah Bin Khayaat, 

Tareekh al-Kabeer for Imaam Bukhari (numbering in all thirty-two 

volumes), Imaam Ibn Abi Haatim’s four volume work, Al-Jarh wal-

Ta’deel, Ya’qoub bin Sufyaan’s Al-Ma’rifah wa al-Tareekh, Imaam Ibn 

Hibaan’s six volume Kitaab Al-Thuqaat, Imaam al-Mazzi’s Tahzeeb ul-

Kamaal and lastly Imaam Ibn Hajar’s Tahzeeb ul-Tahzeeb. 

 

Specialist Books on the Sahabah 

Besides the general books of sunnah, hadith and history there are 

numerous notable works that are dedicated to the life history of the 

Sahabah. Works in this regard include Al-Istiaab fi Ma’rifatul Ashaab by 

Imaam Ibn Abdil Barr, Ma’rifatu Sahabah for Imaam Abu Naeem Al-

Hulya and another book of the same name attributed to Imam Ibn 

Minda, Usoud Al-Ghaaba fi Ma’rifatul Sahaabah for Imaam Ibn Atheer, 

Imaam Ibn Hajar’s Al-Isaabah fi Ma’rifatul Sahabah and lastly Imaam al-

Haafiz az-Zahabi’s twenty four volume work Tajreed Asmaa ul-Sahabah. 


